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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

1.1 Following his meeting with bankers, the Governor, Reserve Bank of 
India, advised all scheduled commercial banks on the 30th November 1978 that 

Backdrop and 
terms of refe-
renee 

they should "so plan their future expansion Of non-food credit 
that the incremental gross credit (non-food)-deposit ratio for 
the period December I, 1978 to end-March 1979 would be well 
within 40 per cent". While reviewing the monetary and credit 

trends in March 1979, the Governor again stressed the need 'ior exercising conti
nued restraint on further expansion of credit. He also indicated in the meeting 
the need for considering certain long-term issues relating to banking operation~. 
In his letter dated the 16th March 1979 to all scheduled ·commercial banks, he 
indicated: 

"I would like to initiate action on certain structural matters which need fut
ther examination. It is necessary to take a fresh look at another major 
problem faced by banks in implementing the credit regulatory measures, 
viz., the extensive use of the cash credit system. Its drawbacks have been 
pointed out by various Committees in the past including the Tandon Com
mittee, which suggested the bifurcation of credit limits into a demand loan 
and a fluctuating cash credit component. Although the banks were advised to 
implement this recommendation, I am afraid, the progress achieved has 
been very slow. Clearly, this problem needs to be looked into further and 
for this purpose I propose to set up immediately a small Working Group, 
to report to me. . . . . . . . on the reforms to be introduced". 

It was in this context that the Reserve Bank appointed the Working Group 
to review the system of cash credit in all its aspects. The terms of reference are 
as follows: 

(i) To review the operation of the cash credit system in recent years, parti
cularly with reference to the gap between sanctioned credit limits and the extent 
of their utilisation; · 

(ii) In the light of the review, to suggest: 

(a) modifications in the system with a view to making the system more 
amenable to rational management of funds by commercial banks, 
and/or 

(b) alternative types .of credit facilities, which would ensure greater 
credit discipline and also enable banks to relate credit limits to 
increases in output or otlfer productive activities, 
and 

(iii) To make recommendations on any other related matter as the Group 
may consider germane to the subject. A copy of the Memorandum regarding 
the constitution elf the Working Group is given in Appendix I. 



1.2 The members of the Group are: 

I. Shri K.B. Chore,@ 
Additional Chief Officer, 
Department of Banking Operations & Development, 
Reserve Bank of India, 
Central Office, 
Bombay 

2. Shri S.P. Chandavarkar, 
Senior Deputy General Manager, 
Union Bank of India, 
Bombay 

3. Shri V. Mahadevan, 
Gelll•ral Manager (Planning), 
local Head Office, 
State Bank of India, 
Bombay 

4. Shri R.P. Vaidya, * 
Deputy General Manager, 
Bank of India, 
Bombay 

5. Kum. M. Tyagarajan, 
Director, 
Economic Department, 
Reserve Bank of India, 
Bombay, 
and 

6. Shri M.L. Inasu, 
Joint Chief Officer, 
Department of Banking Operations & Development, 
Reserve Bank of India, 
Central Office, 
Bombay 

Chairman 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Member
Secretary 

1.3 The Working Group held its first meeting on the 9th April 1979 to 
discuss the methodology to be adopted and the information to be collected. It 

was decided at that meeting to analyse the available data in the 
Methodology Reserve Bank of India from the Basic Statistical Returns (BSR) 

and returns under the Credit At•thorisation Scheme (CAS) in 
order to ascertain the gap between sanctioned credit limits and the extent of their 
utilisation. The Group also decided to collect some additional information from 
the major banks and to request them to make a sample study of the utilisation 
of cash credit and overdraft limits during the recent years. The Group further 
decided to discuss the issues with a representative cross·section of bankers, asso- · 

@ Since appointed as Chief Officer. 
• Since appointed as General Manager. 
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ciations of borrowers and experts in the field before formulating its views on the 
terms of reference. 

1.4 Accordingly, the Group made arrangements to collect data available 
in BSR and CAS returns. It was decided to obtain from banks on an urgent basis 
Collection of data the CAS data relating to March 1979 to see how far the banks 
and instructions have been able to implement the instructions contained in thl" 
to banks Governor's circular dated 30th November 1978. The major 
banks were also advised to furnish the reasons for their inability to comply with 
the above instructions, Certain information on the basis of a sample study of 
the utilisation of cash credit/overdraft limits during the years 1977, 1978 and upto 
end-March 1979 was also called for from them. A copy of the circular dated 
9th April.1979 issued to the major banks is given in AppendiJt'II. 

I. 5 In accordance with the decision taken at the first meeting, the Group 
held discussions at Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, New Delhi, Ahmedabad and 

Bangalore and the various issues referred to the Group were 
·Discussions held discussed with the bankers, industry and trade interests and ex-

perts in the field of banking and credit. During these meetings, 
the members discussed with the participants the various issues germane to the 
terms of reference of the Working Group. Some of the participants have sub
mitted memoranda on the subject to the Working Group. A list of the persons 
and organisations whom the Group invited for discussions as well as those who 
have conveyed their views in writing to the Group is furnished in Appendix III. 

I. 6 As the Group had not received from a number of banks the results 
of the sample study which they were asked to make as also the other information 

called for from them, it was not possible for it to study in depth 
Interim Report all the terms of reference referred to it and finalise the recommen-

dations before the. due date (15th May 1979) originally fixed for 
submission of its report. An interim Report was, therefore, submitted by the 
middle of May 1979 on the basis of the information already gathered and the 
Group requested the Reserve Bank of India for extension of time (upto end-August 
1979) for submission of the final Report, which was granted. 

I. 7 The Group is grateful to all persons and organisations listed in Appendix 
Ill for discussing the issues arising ou' of the terms of reference with it and also 
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to express its thanks to Kum. Nalini K. Ambegaokar, Shri G.S. 
Caberwal, Shri S.V. Raghavan and Shri M.K. Desai of the Reserve 

Bank of India for attending some of its meetings. The Group also acknowledges 
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but not the least, the Group is. wxtremely grateful to the Secretariat comprising 
its Member-Secretary (Shri M.L. Inasu), Shri R.A. Nilakantan, Shri Y.D. Bajpai 
and Shri M.V. Murkunde of the Reserve•Bank of India for organising the work, 
.arranging the meetings and. drafting the. minutes of various meetings as well as 
the Report. The :Group particularly places on record its deep appreciation of 
the untiring zeal and devotion with which the Member-Secretary performed his 
functions. 
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CHAPTER II 

Compliance by banks with the credit policy instructions 
of the Reserve Bank-end-November 1978-end-March 1979 

2.1 The cash credit system has been the predominant form of lending in 
India, accounting for over half of the total credit of banks. According to BSR 

data (which cover accounts with individual credit limits of more 
Extentoltheuse than Rs 10,000) cash credits and overdrafts together formed 
of cosh credit around 57 per cent of the total credit limits sanctioned by sche

duled banks in June 1973. In June 1977, the proportion was 
lower at 51 per cent. The decline was on account of an increase in the share 
of term loans and bills in the total limit~. 

2. 2 The cash credit system is prevalent amongst all sectors of borrowet s. 
Its use is not, as is sometimes believed, confined to large borrowers only. The 
following table, drawn from the BSR, which relates to cash credit/overdrafts and 
total borrowings from bJ.n ks as at the end of June 1977 in different size ranges 
illustrates this point: 

--~----

Credit limits (Rs. in crores) Column I 
Credit limit range a\ p:rcent 

Ca<h credit/ All facilities of col. 2 
overdraft 

(I) (2) (3) 

Above Rs 10.000 and upto Rs. I lakh 988 2256 43.8 
(10.4) (12.2) 

" Rs. I lakh and upto R.s. 5 lakhs 1077 2091 51.5 
(11.3) (11.4) 

" Rs. 5 lakhs and upto Rs. 10 lakhs .. 492 1091 45.1 
(S.2) (S.9) 

" Rs 10 lakhs and upto Rs. 2S lakhs .. 746 1744 42.8 
(7 .9) (9.4) 

" Rs. 2S lakhs and upto Rs. SO lakhs 70S 1591 44.3 
(7.4) (8.6) 

" Rs. SO lakhs and upto Rs. I crore 887 1774 so.o 
(9.3) (9.6) 

" Rs. I crore and upto R.s. S crores .. 1872 3146 S9.5 
(19. 7) (17.0) 

" R.s. 5 crores and upto R.s. 10 crores S43 822 66.1 
(S.•? (4.4) 

Above Rs. 10 crores ' 2189 3986 54.9 
(23.1) (21. S) 

Total 9499 18501 St..l 
(100.0) (100.0) 

(Figures in brackets indicate percentages to the total) 
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The distribution of cash credit/overdrafts among different categories of 
borrowers is also to a large extent similar to the distribution of total credit limits. 

2.3 Under the cash credit system, limits are fixed according to the maximum 
requirements of individual borrowers and drawals made according to the needs 

I ff I 
at any point of time. Hence, the existence of an unutilised por-

no act venesa . . h d' I' · · 1 • f h I of credit regu· t10n m t e ere 1t 1m1ts IS a norma oeature o t e system. n 
latorv measures-times of credit restraint, the unutilised portion is a source of 
Rolda.tof ctash potential credit expansion. On several occasions in the past, 
ere ' ayo em b k h d h . . b'l' . t' "' . I an s ave expresse t e1r ma 11ty to 1mp ement euectlve y 
short-term measures of credit restraint in view of the existing system of cash credit 
arrrangements under which there is a sizeable gap of unutilised limit. In the 
situation obtaining in end-November 1978-end-March 1979, the advances 
exceeded the level of 40 per cent specified by the Reserve Bank for incremental 
(non-food) credit-deposit ratio. The Group considered it necessary to examine 
the extent to which the credit expansion could be attributed to the weakness 
of the cash credit system. Accordingly, information on this point was collected 
from major banks; this was also discussed in the course of various meetings with 
representatives of banks at functional level responsible for implementation of 
this instruction. The points which emerged from this are as follows: 

(i) During December I 978-January I 979, on account of the agitation of 
bank employees and the difficulties in clearing, the banks could not collect bills 
and cheques and credit the proceeds to the accounts of their customers. This 
in itself would have increased the balances 'n the accounts. Moreover, some of the 
constituents had to be accommodated against such instruments to provide them 
with funds for their day-to-day operations. In addition, probably apprehending 
a worsening of the industrial relations situation in the banks, some of the 
constituents might have drawn down the available funds in their cash credit 
acccounts. 

(ii) Before the instructions regarding credit restraint could be communi
cated to the branches by the Head Offices of the banks, the news had already 
appeared in the press. Most of the borrowers had, therefore, time to draw from 
their accounts before the freeze could take place. Some of the banks have re
ported in this connection that the bulk of the increase during end-November 
I978-end-March I979 occurred during December I978 itself. 

(iii) The credit restrictions were imposed at a time when there was a rise 
in the demand for funds to meet the busy season requirements. Moreover, this 
period also coincided with the demand for funds by certain seasonal industries 
like sugar. In fact, the Reserve Bank itself had to make certain relaxations du
ring this period in respect of credit to the sugar industry. 

(iv) The quarter October-l!>ecember is usually a period of rapid expansion in 
deposits whereas the quarter January-March is a period of relatively poor deposit 
growth. The aggregate deposits which had registered a steep increase of Rs I494 
crores in December I 978, declined by Rs f87 crores in January I 979. December 
is also a month in which, owing to interest application and other closing adjust
ments, advances usually show an increase. In a situation of relatively slower 
growth of deposits and greater demand for funds, the restriction on the incre
mental credit deposit ratio was hard to conform to. 
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( v) Out of the additional deposits accruing to the banking system, at pre
sent about 50 per cent has to be provided for maintenance of liquid assets inclu
ding ten per cent of the additional deposits which are currently impounded. The 
available funds for advances are thus restricted to about 50 per cent of the incre
mental deposits. Even out of these funds available for advances, about one 
half has to be earmarked for priority sectors, exports and food credit and in these 
spheres the banks have very little scope for applying credit restraint. The credit 
restraint has, therefore, to be necessarily confined to the residual sectors con
sisting of medium and large industries and traders accounting for about 25 per 
cent of the additional deposits. Some of the units in these sectors are sick and 
the banks have little discretion in the matter of extending credit to them. Banks 
have also to satisfy themselves in individual cases whether credit restrictions would 
be justified having regard to production needs. In effect, the scope for exercising 
credit restraint in relation to additional deposits is rather narrow. 

(vi) Part of the increase in advances during the period was due to the in
ability of banks to prevent disbursement of funds out of limits and term loans 
sanctioned t"arlier. 

(vii) Some of the banks have said that the uniform application of the for
mula of 40 per cent for incremental credit (non-food)-deposit ratio adversely 
affected those banks whose credit-deposit ratio was low as compared to those 
whose credit-deposit ratio was high. 

On behalf of industries, it has been stated that they plan their production in 
advance in consultation with banks and after obtaining sanction of credit limits 
for the projected planned level of production. It would not be possible for the 
borrowing community to fall in line with the credit restraint pclicy immediately; 
some time should be given to them to make necessary alterations in their planned 
programme. 

2.4 Most of the above reasons for banks' inability to comply with the in
structions of the Reserve Bank regarding incremental (non-food) credit-deposit 

ratio have some validity. In view of what has been stated in 
Monitoring paragraph 2. 3 (i) and (ii) above, it is also likely that to some extent 
system in banks at least the cash credit system of lending may have contributed 

to the banks' failure to comply with these instructions. How
ever, from the information furnished by banks and the subsequent scrutiny carried 
out by the Regional Offices of the Reserve Bank in June-July 1979, it has been 
observed that there are some inherent weaknesses in the information and moni
toring systems in the banks themselves, which also were partly responsible for 
the inability of banks to comply with these instructions. These are: 

6 

(a) There has to be a minimum time lag between the formulation of policy 
and its actual implementation. But some of the banks took inordinately 
long time to communicate the ir;structions of the Reserve Bank to its opera
tional functionaries who have to actually implement the instructions. Out 
of the 27 banks from whom information was called for, only 15 had issued 
instructions to their branches by the middle of December 1978 and the 
rest issued such instructions only after the second week and some of them 



even after a delay of a month or more. Many of the banks also did not 
have a system of communicating the instructions to the key branches ex
peditiously. The quality of the instructions issued to branches also differed 
from bank to bank. Some of them spelt out in detail how the instructions 
of the Reserve Bank were to be implemented while others confined them
selves to general instructions for containing credit. 

(b) Communication by itself cannot ensure compliance with the instructions. 
It has to be supported by adequate arrangements for getting feed-back 
information as well as monitoring of such information with a view to for
mulating further operational strategies. Here again, only some of the 
banks do have a fairly good information/monitoring system and, by and 
large, these banks were comparatively more successful in bringing down the 
incremental (non-food) credit-deposit ratio than the others. 

(c) While banks have been able to furnish data regarding sectoral increases 
in their credit, most of them have not made any detailed study of the larger 
accounts in the industrial and trading sectors where the increases took 
place. Only a few banks do have a continuous review system of larger 
accounts. Even though the Reserve Bank instructed banks on the I 6th 
March I 979 to review all the advances with credit limits of Rs 50 lakhs and 
above, the scrutiny conducted by the Regional Offices of the Department of 
Banking Operations & Development, Reserve Bank of India in June-July 
1979 revealed that barring a few, the majority of the banks did not 
undertake such a review even by June 1979. 

2. 5 There is obviously a need for strengthening the information and moni
Need for stren- toring systems in banks for medium and large scale advances 
gthening the in- and the Group's recommendations in this regard are given 
formation and in Chapter VII. 
monitoring 
system 
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CHAPTER ill 

Gap between the sanctioned limit and utilisation 

3 .! According to the terms of reference, the Group has been asked to review 
the gap between the sanctioned limits and utilisation. The sources available 

Sources for 
.ascertaining gap 
between sanc
tioned limits 
and utilisation 

for such a study were mainly the Basic Statistical Returns (BSR) 
obtained by the Reserve Bank from the banks; but the data con
tained therein were available only upto June 1977. With a view 
to assessing the aggregate credit limits and the extent of utilisation 
by large borrowers, the Credit Authorisation Division of the 
Reserve Bank has been obtaining some data from the banks in a 

monthly return (Form 'A') in respect of borrowers enjoying credit limits 
of Rs I crore and above each (CAS Returns). These borrowers account 
for a little under two-fifths of the aggregate non-food credit of the 
banking system and the data were readily available upto December 1978. * With 
a view to extending the study upto the last Friday of March !979, 
banks were specially requested to submit the returns for March 1979 expeditiously 
as mentioned in Chapter 1.4. Most of the banks have co-operated and submitted 
the data in time. The observations contained in the following paragraphs are 
mainly based on the above two sources. The statements prepared on the basis 
of the above data are given in Appendix IV (Statements 1 to 7). 

3. 2 According to the BSR data which covered individual credit limits of 
more than Rs 10,000 (Statement No.I), the cash credit/overdraft limits 
Extent of the 
use of cash cre
dit system in the 
total lending 

in June 1977. 

accounted for 57.2 per cent of the total credit limits in 
June 1973 and 51.4 per cent of the total in June 1977. The 
amount outstanding in these two categories of lending was 58.1 
per cent of the total outstandings in June 1973 and 51.4 per cent 

3. 3 According to the CAS returns relating to the borrowers enjoying <:red it 
limits of Rs I crore and above (Statement No.2), the cash credit/overdraft limits 
(and also demand loans, for which no separate data were available but the pro
portion of which in this group was known to be low) accounted for 66.4 per cent 
of all the facilities extended to this group in March 1977. The share came down 
to 63.7 per cent in March 1979. Corresponding amount outstanding was 67 
per cent in March 1977 and 64.1 per cent in March 1979. It may be observed 
from the above data that for large borrowers, the share of cash credits and over
drafts in the total lending system in relation to the ,total limits as well as outstan
dings has been more or less stable during the Ia~( few years around two-thirds of 
the total lending to this group of borrower~. 

• As at the end of December 1978, the parties covered through the return in Fonn 'A' totalled 
1876 covering 10464 accounts, of whi.chthe number of cash credit accounts was 4932. The rest of 
the accounts represented other fac1hUes hke mland and foreign bills, packing credit term 
~~- . 
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3.4 Statement No. I giving the BSR data for 1973 and 1977 shows that 
the extent of utilisation of the cash credit and overdraft limits in June 1973 was 

Extent of 
utilisation 

56.2 per cent. It increased in June 1977 to 65.3 per cent. Ac
cording to the CAS returns, while the utilisation of the cash credit 
overdraft and demand loans was 62.8 per cent in March 1977, 

it increased to 64.3 per cent in March 1979. Thus, the gap between sanctioned 
limits and utilisation, in the aggregate, can be roughly stated to be one-third of 
the sanctioned limit. This, however, does not mean that in each individual ac
count the gap is one-third of the sanctioned limit. As a matter of fact, in individual 
accounts the probability is that at some points of time there may hot be any gap at 
all and the limit may be fully utilised. The extent of the gap as calculated above 
is essentially a macro-level concept. 

3. 5 As will be seen from the BSR data presented in Statement No. 3, the 
utilisation of the cash credit limits in different industry groups shows variations 

tndustrywise 
utilisation 

depending upon the seasonal characteristics of the industry. This 
trend is also reflected by the statement pre('lared on the basis of 
CAS data (Statement No. 4) which further indicates that the time 

for peak utilisation of the limit differs from industry to industry. 

3. 6 It is further observed that the utilisation in some groups has been con
sistently low, e.g., petroleum, cement, plantations, electricity generation and supply, 
etc., whereas some of the industries show consistently high utilisation, e.g., paper 
and paper products, leather and leather products, heavy and light engineering, 
transport equipments, etc. Seasonal fluctuations were mostly noted in the case 
of agricultural finance, plantations, coal and iron ore mining, sugar, edible oil 
and vanaspati, tobacco, fertilizer production and electrical machinery. 

3. 7 Statement No.5 shows the utilisation of the public and private sector 
units reported in CAS returns. By and large, utilisation of the limits by the public 
Sectorwise sector (broadly ranging between 50 and 55 per cent) has been 
utilisation consistently lower than that of the private sector (around 70 per 

cent). The public sector units have also been consistently using 
their limit& to a higher extent in 1978-79 than during 1977-78. More or less a simi
lar trend is observed in the private sector also. 

3. 8 It will be seen from Statement No. 6 (BSR data) that as at the end of 
June 1976 and 1977 utilisation of credit limits was high (around 70 per cent) in 
Sizewise the case of very large borrowers (with limits over Rs 10 crores) 
classification and very small borrowers. According to CAS data also (State-

ment No. 7), large borrowers (with limits over Rs 10 crores) re
ported high utilisation of about 70 per cent in December 1978. 

3. 9 As indicated in par~ graph 3. 4, the cash credit limits in the aggregate 
were utilised to the extent of about two-thirds, ~.!though the extent of utilisation 
Gap not un'q 8 varied from quarter to q~arter, depending mainly upon the seaso
to India 

1 
u nal characteristics of the industry. The phenomenon of the 

gap between the sanctioned limits and the utilisation thereof is 
not unique to Indian banking conditions. In countries like the U.K., where 
the overdraft system is in force, such gap is very much in existence. In this con-



text an extract from the "Evidence by the Committee of London Clearing Banks 
to the Committee to Review the Functioning of Financial Institutions (1978)" 
is given below: 

"The clearing banks respond to customers' requests for finance by agreeing 
borrowing facilities; once a bank has arranged a facility it is under a firm 
commitment to make the money available. However, 'drawdown' (or the 
actual use made of the facility) is dependent entirely on the customer. 
Loan arrangements tend to be available for drawing within a specified 
period, which can be extended if there has been any delay in a project; 
overdraft facilities by their very nature fluctuate according to the customer's 
day-to-day needs. Thus, of the £36,381 million of facilities available 
in May 1977, only 60 per cent were actually taken up........... On 18 
May 1977, the clearing bank groups' total overdraft commitments (excluding 
loan accounts) to customers amounted to £ 18,675 million, but on that 
date actual borrowing under these facilities was only 48 per cent of the amount 
available .......... " · 

3. 10 As the existence of the gap in the cash credit system is a reality, the 
Group considered it necessary to identify the reasons for the gap. According 

to the 'Evidence by the London Clearing Banks' referred to above, 
the gap exists-· 

Reasons for the 
gap-Peak levels 
do not coincide 

"Because the peak borrowing requirements of individual customers occur 
at different times, the dearing banks' customers as a whole would never 
take up all their facilities at the same time .......... " 

This reasoning would hold good for the cash credit system in India also. 
Presently, the credit limits to a borrower are fixed on the basis of his peak level 
reqmrements. As the peak levels of the borrowers. belonging to different sectors 
of the industry would not coincide, there is bound to be a gap between the limit 
and utilisation at all points of time; the extent of the gap may, however, vary 
depending upon the advances pattern and economic conditions. For instance, 
all the industries would not be able to maintain the maximum projected level of 
production at the same time and hence they would not be utilising the full limits 
also at the same time. Psychologically too, the Indian banker has been trained 
to view with approval large fluctuations in the credit limit. On the other hand, 
full utilisation of the limit at all points of time is considered as a drawback casting 
reflections on the financial soundness of the borrower. 

3.11 In the course of the discussions with the associations of industry and 
trade, their representatives brought forth several qther reasons for the existence 

of the gap. One of the most" important reasons according to 
Reasons for the th h" h h b · d h W gap-View of em, w rc as een Impresse . upon t e or king Group more 
industry-lead than once during the discussions, is that there is considerable 
t!me for sene- time lag between the date of application to a bank for credit limit 
toon and delays d th d f t" Th" d 1 · an e ate o sane Ion. IS e ay IS to a large extent built 
into the system of sanctioning of advances by banks. An application for a larger 
advance has to be initially processed by the branch concerned and then sent to 
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the controlling office of the branch. It is finally submitted to the Central Office 
which has to place it before the Board and where necessary a reference has to be 
made to the Reserve Bank of India for authorisation under the Credit Authori
sation Scheme, thus adding another tier to the sanctioning process. At every 
stage of scrutiny, some time would necessarily be involved and cumulatively, 
therefore, the lead time for sanction of a large proposal of the medium and large 
scale industry is usually several months. The representatives of the borrowers 
have plainly admitted that because of the substantial lead time involved, there 
is a tendency on their part to inflate the limit applied for. to provide for a 
cushion for such time Jags. In the first instance, the price level at the time of 
sanction may be higher than the price level at the time of application. Secondly, 
as the borrowers apprehend such time lags in the sanction of applications 
for temporary increases in limits, necessitated by urgent demand for funds, they 
try to procure in the first instance itself as much credit as possible. Under 
the cash credit system presently in vogue, they do not lose anything by re
sorting to such inflated applications, as it does not cost them anything to get a 
larger limit sanctioned. On the other hand, it has a definite advantage to them, 
as it will obviate the need for approaching the banks for additional limits as and 
when the necessity for such funds arises. Because of these two factors alone, 
if nothing else, the limits applied for by the borrowers are often much in excess 
of their actual requirements. The maximum limits so sanctioned may be utilised 
by individual borrowers for short durations, but for the rest of the time they may 
not be so fully utilised. This partially accounts for the gap between the sanctioned 
limit and utilisation. 

3. 12 A second reason tor the ex1stence ot the gap adduced durmg the dis
cussions is that in the Indian economy at present there are various imponderables 

Cushion for 
imponderables 
in the economy 

like power cuts, transport bottlenecks, changes in import policy 
including restrictions on imports, bunching of imports, unilateral 
and sudden changes in prices by canalising agencies, government 
policies regarding stocking of raw materials and release of finished 

goo&, payment to suppliers and labour, payments like bonus, budget uncertainties, 
et al. With the best of projection techniques, the industry is not in a position 
to assess the impact of these imponderables on their fund requirements. At the 
same time the fact remains that these contingencies do create a need for funds 
when they happen. As the borrower cannot make any correct assessment of the 
amount of funds required to meet such imponderables, he builds in the application 
a liberal cushion for such factors, again inflating the quantum of the limit applied 
for. As the need for funds required for meeting such contingencies arises only 
when they occur, the normal utilisation is much below the limit sanctioned. 

3. 13 The third reason given by the borrowers for the gap is that tl1e deposits 
made by them in their cash credit accounts from sale proceeds represent not only 

cost of productioB but also the element of profit and depreciation. 
Unusual depo· These amounts could be quite substantial in the case of large 
sits and withdra- b At t" t "t l"k bl" d · d wals orrowers. 1mes ex raneous 1 ems 1 e pu 1c epos1ts an 

unutilised term finance raised for capital expenditure are also 
put through these accounts. These large deposits do widen the gap between 
the sanctioned.Jimit and utilisation. Similarly, when funds are drawn for purposes 
of dividend and tax payments, acquisition of capital assets, etc., the gap may be 
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substantially narrowed. Such large payments, in the opinion of borrowers, 
should not be deemed to be pre-emption of credit. 

3.14 Still another reason given for the gap is the imperfectness of the t?ch
niques of assessment adopted by the banks. Although the Tandon Comm1t_tee 

Imperfectness 
of assessment 
techniques 

have given an objective technique for assessment of the wo~king 
capital requirements, the whole exercise is based on projectiOns; 
projections of sales, of the acceptable levels of inventory to support 
the anticipated level of production and projections of other cur

rent assets and current liabilities. These projections by their very nature cannot 
be perfect. Even slight alterations in the forecasts and marginal deviations from 
the acceptable norms of inventory cumulatively can affect the quantum of the limits 
substantially. Both the borrowers and the banks try to err on the safe side with 
the result that in fixing the limit a cushion in favour of the borrower is usually 
built in. 

3.15 The phenomenon of the gap and the reasons therefor assume consi
derable significance, as the unutilised limits create potential liquidity in the eco

nomy. "Decisions to spend on goods and services-the decisions 
Significance of that determine the level of total demand-are influenced by the 
the gap 

liquidity of spenders ........ spending is not limited by the amount 
of money in existence but it is related to the amount of money people think they 
can get hold of".* The use of the unutilised limits is at the volition of the 

borrower. Hence as soon as any move of credit restraint is apprehended, he 
tends to pre-empt credit by utilising the unutWsed limit available to him, 
whether he requires the funds immediately or not. This aggravates the situation 
which necessitated the credit restraint pblicy of the authorities. 

3.16 The resort to unutilised cash credit limits is subject to two important 
provisions built in the cash credit system as it is operated today. Firstly, 

the borrowers, especially the larger borrowers, have to submit Limitations to 
draw-down- quarterly statements and drawings are permitted on the basis 
Quarterly state- of this information. Secondly, the borrower cannot draw more 
~enpts and Draw- than the amount equivalent to the value of security less pres-
mg ower "b d . . d . T en e margm, 1.e., rawmg power. bus, technically, the borrower 
cannot utilise the undrawn limit without question, unless the bank is satisfied 
about the genuineness of his needs. The quarterly information system, an inno
vation brought in by the Tandon Committee, has not, however, taken roots firmly 
yet and it is difficult for the banks, in practice, to refuse to pay a cheque presented 
in clearing if the drawing is within the sanctioned limit and the drawing power. 
The restriction imposed by the drawing power is also in actual practice found 
to be of little significance because it is comparatively easy for a large borrower 
to acquire additional chargeable current assets, without paying for them in cash 
immediately and thus increase the drawing power. Moreover, it is also noticed 
that in the case of many large borrowers, the drawing power is not significantly 
less than the limit sanctioned. The information furnished by major banks in 
reply to the Group's circular letter dated the 9th April 1979 (vide para 1.4) i~di
cates the following position : 

• Report or the R.a<1Clltre committee 
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Borrowers who were gh·en fresh/additional working capit.lllimits of Rs. SO lakhs and above during 
the period end-November 1978 to end-March 1979 

No. of reported accounts 
Public sector 
co.operative sector 
Private sector 

212 
45 

7 
160 

212 

(In crores of rupees) 

Facility 
(1) 

Credit limits Drawing power 
(2) (3) 

!-Position as at the end of November 1978 

Cash credit 

Other working capital limits 

Total 

458.04 

184.87 

642.91 

342.84 

11-Position as at the end of March 1979 

Cash credit 

Other working capital limits 

Total 

Cash credit 

Other working capital limits 

Total 

586.43 

275.40 

. 861.83 

Ill-Net increase 

128.39 

90.53 

218.92 

430.67 

87.83 

Amount 
o utsta ndi ng 

(4) 

322.42 

108.89 

431.31 

383.78 

159.24 

543.02 

61.36 

50.35 

111.71 

It will be seen from the above data that the drawing power in end-November 
1978 in the cash credit accounts was about 75 per cent of the sanctioned limits. 
In end-March 1979. the drawing power at 73 per cent of the sanctioned limits 
was not significantly lower. 

3.17 The above trend is also confirmed by the sample study conducted 
by banks in terms of our lett~ dated the 9th April 1979 (1•ide para 1.4). Con· 
fining the analysis to account> lu1~ing limits of Rs I crore and above, where the 
coverage has been satisfactory, it is found that of the 505 accounts reported, the 
drawing power and sanctioned limits were equal in 278 accounts in end-Novem
ber 1978 and 284 accounts in end-March 1979. Looking at the data from another 
angle, in the total 505 accounts reported, the drawing power in end-November 
1978 constituted 88 per cent of the sanctioned limits and in end-March 1979, 
91 per cent. 
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3.18 In the above 505 accounts the gap between the sanctioned limit and 
the balance in end-November 1978 was 39 per cent; in end-March 1979, the gap 
was 41 per cent. Similarly, the gap between the drawing power and the balance 
in end-November 1978 was 31 per cent and in end-March 1979, such gap was 
35 per cent. The above data would go to show that the gap, whether it is based 
on the difference between sanctioned limit and utilisation or between drawing 
power and utilisation, is substantial and the drawing power as such does not have 
much influence in the utilisation of the gap. 

3. 19 Though the gap between the sanctioned limit and utilisation is sub
stantial and the possibility of its misuse during periods of credit restraint cannot 

•
1
• be ruled out, there was no empirical evidence to show that the 

Study of utt tsa- · ·1· d I d d h" · d. tion of gap-dur- gap was so m1sull 1se . n or er to stu y t IS aspect, as 111 l-

ing end-Novem- cated in Chapter I . 4, the Group requested the major 27 banks 
::.;'' 1~~&g;;d- to furnish certain data. The data given by the banks have cer-

arc tain limitations. The samples selected by the banks may not have 
been on a uniform scientific basis. Part of the study relates to a short span of 
time, i.e., end-November 1978-end-March 1979. Even subject to the above limi
tations the sample studies made by the banks give certain indications of the trend 
of increase in credit extended during end-November 1978 and end-March 1979 
and the extent of utilisation of cash credit and allied limits as well as in other 
limits. On the basis of the above data as well as the data in Form 'A' under 
CAS obtained from banks, an attempt has been made to see whether the increase 
in the advances that took place during the period end-November 1978-end-March 
1979 was mainly due to the draw-down of the gap in the cash credit system. 

3.20 Comparing the data reported in Form 'A' under CAS of all banks 
for end-March 1979 with those for end-November 1978 the following picture 

emerges : CAS Data-In
crease in credit 
during end
November 1978 and 
end-March 1979 

Limits sanctioned 
Percentage to total 

Outstandings 
Percentage to total 

Limits sanctioned .. 
Percentage to total 
Outstandings 
Percentage to total 
Increase in limits sanctioned . . . . 
Percentage increase in limits sanctioned .. 
Increase in outstandings . . . . 
Percentage increase in outstandings 
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(In crores of rupees) 

Cash credit! 
overdraft and 
demand loans 

(I) 

5516 
(64.6) 

3417 
(65.0) 

5733' 
(63. 7) 
3688 

(64.1) 
217 
3.9 
271 
7.9 

Other facilities 
(packing credit, 

inland and 
foreign bills, 

term loans and 
bills discounted 

under !DB! 
scheme) 

(2) 

End-November 1978 

Total 

(3) 

3019 8535 
(35.4) (100.0) 

1837 
(35 .0) 

End-March 1979 
3267 

(36.3) 
2065 

(35.9) 
248 
8.2 
228 

12.4 

5254 
(100.0) 

9000 
(100.0) 

5753 
(100.0) 

465 
5.4 
499 
9.5 



Out of total increase in credit limits at Rs 465 crores, the increase in cash 
credits, overdrafts and demand loans was only Rs 217 crores and the balance 
of the increase took place in 'othet' limits. The total increase in outstandings 
of the parties reported in Form 'A' during the period end-November 1978--end
March 1979 is to the extent of Rs 499 crores, of which the increase in cash credit/ 
overdraft and demand loan would be Rs 271 crores or 54 per cent of the increase. 
The rest of the increase is in other limits. The percentage of utilisation of sanc
tioned limits in cash credit/overdraft and demand loan as at end-March 1979 
was 64 per cent as against 62 per cent as at the end of No'<ember I 978. The 
percentages of utilisation in 'other' limits for the corresponding periods were 
63 and 61. Obviously, the use of the unutilised gap has been more or less of the 
same degree in 'cash credits, overdrafts and demand loans' and in 'other' limits. 
The above trend is also revealed by the data regarding fresh/additional working 
capital limits of Rs 50 lakhs and above granted during end-November 1978 and 
end-March 1979 called for from the major banks (vide statement given in para
graph 3. 16). Of the total increase in limits of Rs 219 cror~s reported during the 
period, an increase of Rs 128 crores took place in cash credit limits and Rs 9 I 
crores in other limits. Similarly, of the total increase of Rs 112 crores in out
standings during the period the increase in cash credit accounts was Rs 61 crores 
while the increase in other limits was Rs 51 crores. Thus, the increase in credit 
that took place during the period covered by the study was partly due to large 
fresh and additional limits sanctioned during the period and not exclusively du\) 
to an increase in the existing cash credit limits. Moreover, the increase in credit 
was not confined to cash credit limits, but was substantially due to 'other limits' 
as well. 

3.21 The sector-wise increase in credit during the period end-November 
1978 and end-March 1979 in respect of the major banks covered by the sample 

Sample study
Increase in cre
dit during end .. 
November 1978 
and end-March 
1979 

study which furnished the information was as f! llows : 

(In crores of rupees) 

Priority sectors 494 

Exports 140 

Other sectors 638 

Total 1272 

Nearly 50 per cent of the increase was in priority and preferred sectors, 
where the banks did not make any conscious efforts to curb expansion of credit. 
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3.22 The consolidated data furnished by the banks 
counts covered by the sample study are given below : 

in respect of the ac-

Total No. of aocounts reported .. 
Aocounts with limits between Rs. 10 lakhs and Rs. I crore 
Accounts with limits over Rs. 1 crore 

Sanctioned 
limit 

March 1977 1868 
September 1977 1963 
March 1978 2039 
September 1978 2156 
November 1978 2257 
March 1979 2321 

Increase in balances of March} = Rs. 9 crores 
1979 over November 1978 

Drawing 
power 

1654 
1726 
1871 
1975 
1974 
2064 

1342 

83f 
505 

(In crores of rupees) 

Balance %of 
utilisation 

II75 63 
1224 62 
1228 60 
1315 61 
1401 62 
1410 61 

The data relating to advances with cash credit/overdraft limits between Rs 10 
lakhs and Rs 1 crore are given below : 

Limits sanctioned 
Drawing power 
Balance outstanding 
% of utilisation 

Increase in balances of March} 
1979 over November 1978 

End-November 
1978 

Rs. 21 crores 

287 
233 
198 

69% 

End-March 
1979 

298 
230 
219 

73% 

The data relating to accounts having cash credit/overdraft limits of Rs 1 
crore and above reported to the Group (where the coverage is better than the group 
of accounts with limits between Rs 10 lakhs and Rs I crore) have been studied 
in detail. Out of the 505 accounts, 281 accounts showed an increase in balances 
during end-November 1978 and end-March· 1979. Their position is as 
follows : 
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Limits sanctioned 

Drawing power 

Balance outstanding 

Percentage of utilisation 

(In crores of rupees) 

End-November End-March 
1978 1979 

878 935 

734 860 

533 750 

61% 80% 



In the remaining 224 accounts there has not been any increase in the out
standings. In most of them the balances have come down. Their position 
is as follows : 

Limits sanctioned 

Drawing power 

Balance outstanding 

Percentage of utilisation 

(In crores of rupees) 

End-November End-March 
1978 1979 

1092 1088 

1007 974 

670 441 

61% 41% 

------------------·------------------
The consolidated position of all the 505 accounts having limits of Rs. 1 crore 
and above is as follows : 

Limits sanctioned 

Drawing power 

Balance outstanding 

Percentage of utilisation 

(In crores of rupees) 

End-November End-March 
1978 1979 

1970 2023 

1741 1834 

1203 1191 

61% 59% 

3. 23 It will be observed f1•om the above data that the increase in balances 
during the period end- November 1978 and end-March 1979 occurred only in 
281 accounts whereas there was no increase at all, although there was adequate 
sanctioned limit and drawing power in 224 accounts. The percentage of utili
sation as at the end of November 1978 and end of March !979 in accounts, which 
had shown an increase during the period, had considerably increased from 61 
per cent to 80 per cent, but in accounts which do not show any incrt>ase, the per
centage of utilisation came down from 61 per cent to 41 per cent. The consoli
dated position shows only a two percentage point change in the utilisation. Fur
ther, out of the 28 I accounts which reported increases, in 69 accounts, the increases 
were of the order of Rs 1 crore and above and total increase in these 69 accounts 
was to the tune of Rs. 147 crotes. Similarly, in the 224 accounts which did not' 
show an increase, 19 accounts show<ld an aggregate decrease of Rs 141 crores. In 
I account alone the deqease was of the order of Rs 45 crores. Some of the 
decreases would have been accounted for by a corresponding increase in bills/ 
cheques purchase which would not be reflected in the data furnished above. Be
cause of the inclusion of such large accounts which showed very heavy fluc
tuations and as the samples selected by banks may not have been on a uniform 
scientific basis, the pata presented by banks may be vitiated to some extent. 
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3.24 Despite these limitations, the following indicative conclusions drawn 
from the above study would appear reasonable : 

Conclusions 
derived from the 
data relating to 
sample study. etc. 

(a} 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

During the period of credit restraint (end-November 1978---end-M~rch. 1979) 
in several cash credit accounts, an increase has taken place wh1ch IS .dls
proportion.ate to the increase in sanctioned limits .during the penod. 
Obviously, the unutilised gaps in these cash credit/overdraft accounts 
have been drawn to some extent during this period. 

Although in several accounts the unutilised gaps have been so utili,ed, 
there are also several accounts in which the gap bas not been so ut1hsed 
at all, though the sanctioned limit and the drawing power had adequate 
potential for . such drawings. 

The increase that has taken place in the total advances of the banking system 
during the period end-November 1978 and end-March 1979 is not confined 
'o the cash credit/overdraft system as such but substantial increases have 
also taken place in bills, loans, packing credit, etc. 

In the larger account groups, there are several accounts where the fluctua
tions even during short periods are substantial. 

Most of the banks have taken certain steps to comply with the instructions 
of the Reserve Bank to confine their incremental (non-food) credit-deposit 
ratio to 40 per cent and their attention would have been naturally concen
trated on larger accounts. These measures have obviously yielded results ; 
for while there has been a nominal decrease in the cash credit/overdraft 
balances of the larger accounts covered by the study there has been a sig
nificant rise even in the small proportion of the smaller accounts (with 
limits between Rs. 10 lakhs and Rs I crore) covered by the study. 

The above conclusions apply both for private sector and public sector units. 
As a matter of fact, the unused gap in the public sector units is much more 
than that in the private sector. 

3. 25 It has not been possible for the Group to identify whether in cases 
where th~ gap has ?een utilised, there has been any deliberate attempt at 
pre-emptwn of credit. The very fact that gap has not been utilised at all in 
several cases would go to show that the use of the gap in cash credit during 
times of credit restraint as a reason for increast in credit can at best be only 
partly true. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Advantages and disadvantages of different styles of 
lending-Recommended lending system 

4. I One of the terms of reference of the Group is to suggest modifications 
in the cash credit system and/or to suggest alternaiive types of credit facilities. In 

Introductory 
remarks 

this Chapter; the Group has examined the various types of 
credit facilities prevalent in the banking system and the existing 
system of lending in the country. The system of lending re

commended by the Group is also broadly outlined. 

4. 2 It may be mentioned at the outset that a view has been forcefully brought 
before the Group that for purposes of credit control and regulation, style or form 

The style of 
credit 
vis·a-vis credit 
control 

in which credit is extended, viz., cash credit/overdraft, bill or 
loan is not as much significant as the aggregates of the lending 
and the purpose for which credit is used. While conceding the 
validity of this argument, the Group feels that the style of credit 
has some influence on credit management and credit regulation. 

It has also a positive impact on the follow-up of credit at micro-level. 

4. 3 The three main systems of financing working capital requirements 
that we come across in the banking system are cash credit and/or overdraft, 

loans and bills. All the three systems are prevalent in different 
Systems in other parts of the world. Overdrafts (which are more or less akin 
countries to cash credit system in India) are the most common type of 

corporate line of credit in Netherlands, Switzerland, Italy and 
U. K. and used fairly extensively in Sweden, Germany and France. In 
U.S.A. and Japan, term loans for short periods are the chief form of short
term finance. It ·is understood that this type of financing is usually 
accompanied by maintenance of compensating balances. In these two 
countries overdrafts are virtually non-existent. The bill system is extensively 
used particularly for financing small and medium-sized firm in France and 
Italy. It is also common in Japan. 

4. 4 Any system of lending should have the following basic attributes : 

Attributes of a 
good lending 
system 

--It should be amenable to rational management of funds by banh, 

-It should enable banks to relate credit limits to increases in output 
or other productive activities, 

• 
-It should be am~nable to credit control measures by the central 
banking authorities, 

-It should be operationally convenient to banks as well as cus
tomers and the cost of administering the system should not be 
a burden either on the banks or on the borrowers. 
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4. 5 Seen from the above angles, the three main systems of financing, namely, 
cash credit/overdraft, loans and bills have all certain advantages and drawbacks. 

Cash Credit 
System 

In the initial stages when the banks were mainly financing the 
requirements of trade and seasonal industries and the emphasis 
was on security rather than purpose, the cash credit system 
was found to be convenient both for the borrowers and the banks. 
In the context of the considerable changes in the pattern of lending 

particularly since nationalisation, the system has been found to be wanting in 
several respects. Its weaknesses have been highlighted by various Committees 
in the past including the Dehejia Study Group set up in 1968, the Narasimham 
Study Group on Bills constituted by the Reserve Bank in 1970 and by the Tandon 
Committee appointed by the Reserve Bank in 1974. Under the cash credit system, 
it is argued, the level of advances in a bank is determined not by how much the 
banker can lend at a particular time, but the borrower's decision to borrow at that 
time. The system permits the borrower to keep his surplus funds in the bank 
and also enables him to draw fund"s when required within the prescribed limits 
without any restrictions. While this facility has some advantages to the 
borrower, it also relieves him of the responsibility of making any conscious effort 
to manage his cash resources. This problem is shifted to banks. By its very 
nature, therefore, the system does not encourage proper management of funds 
by banks and control of the credit portfolio becomes difficult. 

4.6 The practice of fix.ing limit under the cash credit system also results 
in fixing larger limits than is required for most part of the year. This affords an 
opportunity to the borrowers for misutilisation of the unutilised gap in times 
of credit restraint. Because of the importance attached to the nature and value 
of the security under the system, it accentuates to some extent inflationary and 
deflationary pressures. For instance, if the price level rises the value of the 
security held also rises and more credit will be required (and also will be available 
as the value of security increases) to hold the same quantity of inventories. The 
increase in bank credit further influences prices and the process continues. 
Again, on account of the stress on security aspect, there is no concious effort 
on the part of banks to verify the end use of funds. This facilitates diversion 
of funds .for unapproved purposes and the lending banker becomes aware of 
it only after a considerable lapse of time. These characteristics of cash credit, 
it is stated, affect the efficacy of credit planning and regulation of credit by the 
central banking authority. 

4. 7 The cash credit system, according to some, is also not conducive to 
efficiency. The efficient manufacturer will get less finance because his inventory 
and receivable level will be less than that of an inefficient producer. Similarly, 
a producer who withholds his output to take advantage of the rising market is 
more favoured under the system than the one who" sells out his output and reduces 
his inventory. 

4. 8 The limits under the cash credit system are normally reviewed on 
an annual basis. This in itself is a long period for review having regard to the 
short-term nature of the advance. More often than not, even the annual reviews 
are delayed. In the case of loans a review is built into the system and such review 
will be necessarily done while renewing the Joan. In the case of bill finance 
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there is less need for such a review as the retirement or return of the bill itself 
will be known in a short period. 

4.9 Despite the above disadvantages, the cash credit system has been in 
vogue in the country for a long time. This is mainly because of its flexibility. 
It enables the borrowers to recycle the funds quite efficiently and they do not 
have to keep surplus idle funds. The anxiety to minimise interest charges prompts 
the borrower to route all his cash accruals through the account and keep the draw
ings at the minimum required level. This ensures lesser cost of funds and 
facilitates a better turnover of funds for the banks as well. Tile flexibility of the 
system also takes care of temporary requirements of funds by the borrowers with
out undue delay, without detailed negotiations and without creating any problem 
of documentation and security charging. 

4.10 In addition, it is stated, the system is operationally convenient for the 
customers who can route all their transactions in one account and also for the 
banks who have to maintain only one cash credit account for all transactions 
of the customer. The account can also be operated whether the balance is in 
debit or credit. It avoids repetitive documentation. 

4.11 The banks as well as customers are accustomed to this system. The 
cash credit system, by and large, operates satisfactorily during normal times, 
but in times of stress and strains, it is somewhat open to misuse. The disadvant
ages attributed to the system, however, mainly relate to the manner in which it 
was operated before the Tandon Committee recommendations were implemented. 
After implementation of the above recommendations, particularly the norms 
for inventory and receivable holdings and the information system, many of the 
drawbacks attributed to it are no longer much relevant. 

4. 12 The main advantage of the loan system for working capital purposes 
is that loans would be for pre-determined short durations. The borrower would 

have to negotiate every time with the bank for taking or renew-
Loan System ing the loan and it is open to his bank to grant or refuse such 

request depending upon its own cash resources and the credit 
policy of the monetary authorities. As the loans are for definite purposes 
and periods, the borrower is required to plan his cash budget, as otherwise he may 
be saddled with surplus funds or may find it difficult to meet his requirements 
of funds in time. This, it is argued, would ensure a degree of self-discipline in 
his borrowings from the bank. To that extent the management of funds on the 
part of banks would become easy and the bank would be able to plan its credit 
portfolio rationally. This, in turn, would enable the monetary authorities to 
regulate credit effectively. Thus, at the most, under the loan system during a 
period of credit restraint there would not be any further reduction in advances 
if the borrowers do not repay' the loans in time, but there is also no danger of a 
credit spurt, ~s further loans atleast can be curtailed by banks at their discretion. 

4.13 The loan system has a built-in programme for review at short intervals 
unlike in the cash credit system, as the banks would be automatically reviewing 
the loan when it falls due for payment. There are other incidental advantages 
like book-keeping convenience, avoidance of leakage of income due to miscal-
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culation of interest. etc. The svstem is also comparatively simple unlike the 
cash credit system with its cumbersome practice of giving limits and sub-limits 
within the overall limit. 

_ 4.14 The main disadvantage of the loan system is, however, its inflexibi
lity and on account of this inflexibility it is stated that the advantages attributed 
to the system also become diluted in actual operation. Thus, as loan would 
have to be negotiated every time, there would be a tendency on the part of the 
borrower to borrow more for providing against contingencies instead of under
going the time consuming process of negotiating fresh loans when such contingen
~ies arise. In a way, this would be parallel to the borrower asking for more credit 
under the cash credit system. Under the cash credit system he does not have- to 
pay for obtaining such excess limit; under the loan system he would have neces
sarily to pay the price. However, consideration of the higher cost may not neces
sarily deter a borrower from procuring larger quantum of loan than require( 
when the price escalations and credit restraint are apprehended. The increased 
cost of funds (which in any case would be a small part of the cost of production) 
would, it is stated, be more than offset by having the funds when needed. In 
such a situation it may happen that the additional funds obtained would be kept 
in liquid form within or without the banking system. In the former case, the 
deposits base of the banks would increase with the concomitant creation of poten
tial for further expansion of credit. If it is kept outside the banking system, it 
means an addition to the money supply in the parallel market. In effect, whereas 
under the cash credit system the unutilised limit or gap is a potential basis for 
further expansion of credit, the unused portion of funds raised by way of loans 
would pose a similar threat. 

4.15 The purpose of the Joan would have to be necessarily determined at 
the time of the grant of loan, but once the funds are disbursed under the loan 
system the banks have no further control over the use of funds and it would not 
be possible to ensure that the funds are utilised for the purpose for which they 
are borrowed. Verification of the ultimate use of funds becomes then equally 
difficult as in the cash credit system. 

4.16 The concept that the cash credit is a 'roll-over' credit and although 
expected to be for short-term purposes, but is never repaid, would hold good for 
the loan system as well. The individual transaction loans have to be usually 
combined with revolving credit agreement and informal lines of credit which are 
virtually commitments to give loans, arranged in advance, as and when required 
by the borrower. The loans are also more often renewed than repaid. Thus, 
it is argued that the loan system also would in effect be a 'roll-over' credit. The 
loan system in India has certain operational difficulties as well. The loan docu
mentation is more comprehensive than under caslt credit and may give rise to 
some complications under the existing legal provisions relating to registration of 
charges, etc. 

4.17 In U.S.A. and other countries where the loan system is developed, 
there are well-developed secondary markets to supplement bank finance. It may 
not be possible in Indian conditions to .depend solely upon the loan system for 
financing industrial borrowers, as there are no such secondary markets. Single 
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transaction loans are, however, a popular form of finance in India also for speci
fic purposes where the borrower does not have any continuous cash generation 
and the repayments are mostly in instalments fixed on the basis of the capacity 
of the borrower to repay. Its extensive use in the case of large industrial borro
wers would not confer any particular advantage compared with the cash credit 
system for their day-to-day operations. It may, however, be used with advant
age for specific purposes and for short durations in the case of large borrowers 
1s well. 

4.18 The bill system of financing is under Indian conditions more or less 
m adjunct of the cash credit system. Several Committees/Study Groups have 

recommended progressive use of bill system in India and have 
Bill system highlighted the various advantages accruing to the borrowers, 

bankers and central banking authority. The use of bill of ex
change as an instrument of credit would enable the banks and others with surplus 
funds to buy bills of various maturity and those who are in deficit to discount 
such bills in the market to suit their requirements. It thus helps eligible banks 
to approach Reserve Bank only if they fail to get the required amount from the 
market, thereby imparting flexibility in the money market by evening out the 
liquidity in the banking system and would also enable the monetary authority to 
exercise more effective control over the money market. As the date of repayment 
is definite under the bill system, the credit planning by banks becomes compara
tively simplified. The bill, being a self-liquidating short-term asset, is an eminently 
suitable financial instrument for banks, as thei1· resources are basically of short
term nature. ]t is also a secure form of advance. From the suppher's point of 
view also the bill S}Stem is preferable as he can expect payment of the 
bills at a pre-determined time and accordingly plan his production and cash 
budget. 

4.19 The bill system too has certain limitations. It has been argued that 
bills can be drawn only for certain types of transactions and it cannot totally re
place other systems of lending. As the drawees are committed to a definite period 
of payment, they would be reluctant to accept the bills drawn by the suppliers. 
The process of evolution is, therefore, likely to take time. The cost of operation 
for borrowers and the cost of administering the system by banks would also be 
somewhat high on account of stamp duty and detailed book-keeping. Still the 
advantages of the bill system of financing outweigh their disadvantages and 
there is a need for encouraging the bill system of financing. The increased use 
of the bill system can avoid some of the undesirable features in the lending system 
based mainly on cash credits. 

4.20 Comparing the advantages and disadvantages of the different systems 
of lending, it is not possible t<J come to any conclusion that one system is superior 

No system is 
superior to 
others 

to the other. More than the system, the manner in which it is 
operated is more relevant in deciding whether the system is amen
able to rational management of funds and credit discipline. There 
is, therefore, prima facie no reason why one system should be 

preferred over the other, although under certain circumstances and for 
particular types of transactions one system may be more convenient than the 
other. 
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4.21 The existing system of lending in the country is a combinati~n of cash 
credit, bills and loans. By and large, the loan system (short and medmm-term) 

is used where the borrower needs the money in a lump sum for 
Existing lending definite purposes such as purchase of durable goods like tractors 
system in the and vehicles, equipments for professionals, consumer loans, me~t-
countrv ing cost of agricultural operations, p~cking cr~dit for export 
purposes, etc. Normally, these loans are repayable in instalments and as funds 
are required for single nonrepetitive transactions, no f~rther withd~awals ~re 
necessary. The cash credit system is common for financmg the workmg capital 
requirements of manufacturing and trading concerns. Small-scale, medmm and 
large industries all avail of cash credit facilities as also the trading community, 
whether big or small. The rationale behind the use of the cash credit system of 
lending by these groups of industries and traders is that in their day-to-day opera
tions they generate cash regularly. The cash credit account is, therefore, ideally 
suited for their purposes. The bill system is used to supplement cash credit sys
tem mainly for financing sales and receivables and to some extent, by drawee 
bills system, to finance purchases. It is used by both trade and industry, small
scale as well as medium and large. It will not be possible to replace the cash 
credit system completely by bill finance, although the extent of the use of the cash 
credit can be curtailed progressively by increased use of bill finance for purchases 
and sales. 

4. 22 In most of the other countries also, albeit with a difference in the ex
tent of utilisation, the three systems of financing are prevalent. The Group 

considers that the advantages of the existing system of extending 
Recommended credit by a combination of the three types of lending, viz., cash 
lending system credit, loan and bill should be retained. At the same time it is 

necessary to give some directional changes to ensure that where
ver possible the use of cash credit would be supplanted by loans and bills. It 
would also be necessary to introduce necessary corrective measures to remove 
the impediments in the use of bill system of finance and also to remove the draw
backs observed in the cash credit system. In making these recommendations, 
the Group has been guided by the fact that they can be implemented not only 
without undue strain and addition to operational costs but also without causing 
hard-ships to borrowers. 

4.23 The short-term loan system with facility for repayment in instalments 
where necessary should be increasingly used for financing small borrowers, parti-

cularly in the priority sectors, for grant of packing credits for 
SUsetof Loan export purposes and generally for all types of 'single transaction' 

ysem fi . 
nance. Th1s system could also be used where necessary in the 

case of medium and large borrowers for grant of adhoc accommodation for speci
fic needs, e.g., bunching of imports, bonus payments, advance payment of income
tax, une~pected d:Jay in collection of receivables, etc. The advantages of the 
use of this system m such cases are that the credit disbursal is linked to a specific 
purpose and repayment is time-bound. This is necessary as the bank in such 
cases extends special accommodation to enable the borrower to tide over his 
temporary resources constraints which should normally be taken care of from his 
cash generations. 
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4.24 Bill limits are provided either to the seller to finance his receivables 
arising out of sale of finished goods (purchase/discount of drawer's bills) or to 

Use of Bill 
system 

the purchaser, for acquisition of raw materials (acceptance/dis
count of drawee bills). While the bill system of financing recei
vabll's is quite popular in the country, the drawee bill system for 

financing purchases has not still made much headway. The drawee bill system 
also requires to be encouraged and should progressively replace cash credits 
against raw materials and inputs. This system would help payment to the sup
pliers on ~ definite date, besides ensuring the end-use of credit .and relating it to 
the actual needs of the purchaser. The reasons for the slow growth of the drawe: 
bill system are mainly two-fold: 

(i) the absence of a secondary market for bills; and 
(ii) reluctance of Government departments/public sector undertakings and 

other large and medium industries to subject themselves to discipline. 

These impediments require to be removed and suggestions in this regard have 
been given in subsequent chapters. 

4. 25 Despite the increasing use of loans and bills in working capital finance 
the borrowers would still require the cash credit facilities mainly for holding in

ventories which cannot be financed through bills. The analysis 
Use of cash ere- of the various systems of lending made by the Group shows that 
dit system total replacement of cash credit system in Indian conditions is 

not feasible. Various Committees, including the Tandon Com
mittee, which examined this question in the past, have also not recommended the 
total substitution of the cash credit system by other systems. Efforts have, how-, 
ever, to be made to narrow the gap between the sanctioned limits and their utili
sation to the extent possible and to strengthen the appraisal and follow up measures' 
under the cash credit system. The suggestions in this regard have been examined 
in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER V 

Proposed amendments to the lending system 
5. I With a view to making the lending system more amenable to credit 

planning by banks and in order to prevent speculative build up of inventories , 
the Tandon Committee made some recommendations which 

Tandon commi - were accepted by Reserve Bank of India and were communicated 
~tee r~finements to· banks for implementation as an integrated scheme of lending 
'"lendmg system discipline. Although the inventory norms and the mode of 

fixation of the limits on the basis of peak level of requirements 
are being implemented by banks, by and large, the recommendation relating to 
style of credit, i.e., bifurcation of the cash credit limit into a 'core' loan portion 
and a 'variable' cash credit portion bas not been put into practice to any sign i
ficant extent. Similarly, the quarterly information system which is an integral 
part of the Tandon Committee's recommendations has not been implemented 
with the attention it deserved. In the absence of these statements, there is no 
mechanism to regulate the drawings from the cash credit account by the borrowers 
on the basis of genuine requirements. When a system is to be implemented in 
its totality, implementation of it in part is not likely to achieve the desired results. 

5 . 2 The Group has, therefore, examined in depth the circumstances which 

B
·t t " f prevented banks from fully implementing these recommendations 
1 urea eon o . . 

credit limit into of the Tandon Commtttee, VIZ., 
core and.variable 
portions 

(i) the bifurcation of the cash credit limit into loan component (for core 
portion) and demand cash credit (to meet the fluctuating requirements) and 

(ii) introduction of the quarterly information system. 

The rationale behind the suggested bifurcation is that the amount of bor
rowings by industrial units particularly in non-seasonal industries does not fall 
below a certain level which represents the stable fund requirements during the 
year. The demand loan component would comprise the minimum level of bor
rowing which the borrower is expected to use throughout the year, while the cash 
credit portion would take care of the fluctuating requirements. The bifurcation, 
the Tandon Committee felt, would induce the customer to plan his needs carefully 
and in order to encourage the borrowers to fall in line with this discipline, a pro
vision was made for charging interest on the loan component at 1% per annum 
lower than that on the cash credit component. Despite the lapse of a period 
of over three years, the system of bifurcation has not found acceptance either 
on the part of the banks or the borrowers. 

5 . 3 One of the reasons given by the banks for not segregating the core por
tion is that there is no need for bifurcation of the core portion and its conversion 

into a separate loan account, because the banks are aware of 
Reasons ~or non- the extent of the core portion on the basis of minimum drawinas 
segregation of · th M h · t: 
c re limit 111 e past years. oreover, t e core IS not constant and IS 

0 
itself subject to variation over a period depending upon the level 

of production and the cost factor; banks also apprehend difficulties in documenta-
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tion, registration of charges, etc. On the other hand. as interest on the loan portion 
is lower, banks stand to lose considerable income on such core portion and in 
the prevailing trend of declining profits, they could ill afford to accept such a 
change. Under the cash credit system, the borrowers pay interest only on the 
day-to-day balances. In case the variable cash credit portion is in credit. under 
the system of bifurcation, it is not open to them to adjust such surplus funds to 
the core portion. Therefore, they feel that they would have to pay a higher effec
tive rate of interest. These issues were also discussed from time to time during ) 
the deliberations of the Committee of Direction (constituted by Reserve Bank 
of India to consider and advise on the problems that may arise in implementing 1. 

the recommendations of Tandon Committee) and at one time, it was suggested 
that the interest differential between the demand loan and variable cash credit 
portion could be reduced from l % to :} ~Ia . No final decision has, however, 
been taken by the Reserve Bank in this regard. 

5. 4 The Group has considered the various aspects involved in the bifur
cation of cash credit into a 'core' portion and a 'variable' cash credit portion. 

It feels that the bifurcation may not serve the purpose of better 1 
Group' s view credit planning by narrowing the gap between sanctioned limits 
on core and the extent of utilisation thereof. Unless the core portion ' segregation 

is fixed at a fairly high level, say aoout 80 to 85 per cent of the 
total cash credit (to which many of the borrowers may not agree), !the disadvan
tage of the gap in the system would remain, even after bifurcation, in the variable 
cash credit portion. Further, the core idea is not applicable to seasonal indust
ries like tea, sugar, coffee or tobacco where the cash credit accounts are usually 
in credit for a part of the year. In the light of these reasonings, the bifurcation 
of cash credit limit into a demand loan portion and a 'variable' cash credit por
tion is not likely to be voluntarily accepted and it does not confer enough 
advantages to make it compulsory. 

5. 5 The idea of the segregation of the core portion as mooted by the Dehejia 
Committee was with a view to its gradual elimination. According to that Com

mittee the hard core would represent the minimum level of raw 
· core:.as seen by material, finished goods a nd stores which the industry is required 
~~t~:~a Com- to hold for maintaining a given level of production. The fluctua-

ting part of the account would constitute strictly short-term 
component representing the requirements of funds for temporary purposes, e.g., 
short-term finance, tax, dividend and bonus payment, such borrowings being ad
justed in short period out of sales. The Dehejia Committee observed that the 
duration of the loan on a term basis representing the hard core of the cash credit 
would depend upon the capacity of the unit to generate cash accrual for reducing 
the outstandings and recommended that such loans should be subject to repayment 
programme on the same li'nes as for term loan granted by the banks and term 
lending institutions for acquil;ing fixed assets. The Tandon Committee, after 
examining this issue, observed: "Puring our discussions with representatives of 
term financial institutions also, we were told that they could not undertake the 
responsibility of providing funds for the 'hard core', for they felt that this would 
only mean further financing of old units, inste1d of financing the promotion 
of new industrial activity" . It, therefore, recommended that instead of making 
the entire credit limit as cash credit for the year, it should be bifurcated as loan 
a nd demar.d cash credit, which would be reviewed a nnually. 
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5. 6 The question whether the hard core portion as propounded by the 
Dehejia Committee could be segregated and made repayable over a period of 

Segregation of 
core as concei
ved by Oehejia 
.Committee 

time, depending upon actual cash generation was considered 
by the Group. There are several operational difficulties in seg
regating the hard core portion from the cash credit limit which 
should be eventually repaid by the borrower out of the cash 
generated. In seasonal industries, for instance, there is no such 

hard core portion at all. Normally, the accounts come into credit in off-season 
except under extra-ordinary circumstances. The question of having a core portion 
which should be eventually repaid, therefore, does not arise in such units. In 
other cases, where the fluctuations in an account ate minimal, the hard core por
tion would be virtually the same as the limit sanctioned. If, therefore, this portion 
of the limit is to be repaid over a period of time, it would mean that such units 
would not be entitled to any bank finance except for temporary purposes. This 
is again a position which the Group finds it difficult to accept. The segregation 
of the core portion as envisaged either by the Tandon Committee or by the Dehe
jia Committee cannot, therefore, be a practicable solution. 

5. 7 At the same time, the Group has felt the need for reducing the over
dependence of the medium and large borrowers-both in the public and private 

sectors-on bank finance for their production/trading purposes. 
Reducing over- There has been hitherto a belief among the banking and industrial 
dependence on · 1 h · · h "b"l" f h · I b k bank borrowings Circ es t at 1t IS t e responsi 1 1ty o t e commercia an s to 

provide at all times the entire working capital requirements of 
the industrial sector. Consistent with this belief, it has been hitherto taken for 
granted that the surplus cash generation of a unit should be available for its ex
pansion, although there are term lending institutions to provide for such capital 
expansion programmes. Whatever might be the justification for such a belief 
in the past, there is need for a serious rethinking on the subject in the present 
context. As indicated in para 2.3, out of the additional deposits of every Rs. 100 
that accrue to the banking system, roughly only about one-fourth of the additional 
deposits would be available at present to the medium and large scale industrial 
sector as well as trade. Thus, with the limited availability of resources for these 
sectors, the weaker and the new units in these sectors are likely to be neglected, 
as the banks would be more concerned with the needs of their existing units, parti
cularly the stronger ones. An equitable distribution of the scarce resources under 
the present day circumHances would be possible only if the available scarce funds 
are utilised for genuine short-term requirements of this sector. So, the net sur
plus cash generation of an established industrial unit should be utilised partly 
atleast for reducing borrowing for working capital purposes. This principle 
should also apply to the trading sector. In other words, the established units 
should not divert their cash generation exclusively for expansion purposes which 
should legitimately be financed by promoter's own funds by way of deposits or 
issue of share capital or debentures and institutional agencies. A question that 
can arise in this context is whether the insistence on the use of cash generations 
for reducing working capital borrowings, thus precluding their use for capital 
expansion purposes, would not curb industrial growth. Inasmuch as this 
reduces the reliance on bank resources by some of the borrowers and releases 
funds which could be lent to oth~rs for productive purposes, this argument would 
not hold good. It would on the other hand check the potential of the stronger 
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and larger houses to expand. This object is consistent with the Government's 
policy of curbing the growth of monopoly houses and dispersing bank credit 
among a wider section of borrowers. 

5. 8 The owner's contribution for working capital purposes can be enhanced 
without structurally changing the Tandon Committee style of lending. Accor
Enhancemant of ding to the Tandon Committee recommendations, at present 
owner's contri- the limits are fixed on the following basis: 
bution 

(a) The current assets, i.e., inventory holding and receivables on the basis 
of the prescribed norms for a given level of production as well as other 
current assets are estimated in the first instance. 

(b) The current liabilities other than bank borrowings also are similarly 
estimated. 

(c) The difference between (a) and (b) is taken as the working capital gap. 

This gap is to b~ provided partly by surplus long term resources (owned funds 
?.nd term finance less fixed and non-current assets) and partly by bank borrowings. 
The amount provided by the surplus in the long term resources is treated as the 
owner's contribution. Under the First Method of lending, this contrib.ution is 
fixed at 25% of the working capital gap. In order to reduce the reliance of the 
borrowers on bank borrowings by bringing in more internal cash generation for 
the purpose, it would be necessary to raise the share of the contribution from 
25% of the working capital gap to a higher level. 

5. 9 The First Method of lending gives a current ratio of only I :I. This 
is obviously on the low side. Although it was the intention of the Tandon Com-

B 
mittee that the borrowers should gradually progress from method 

orrowers to be d b . . . 
placed under sa- I to metho II, y and large, 1t has not happened 111 practice. A 
cond Method of shift to method II will necessarily imply increasing either the 
~:~~~~~r~~:!,fn~s capital fu?ds or the ter~ borrowings. Because of the tax ad
to be converted vantages 111 bank borrowmgs, borrowers are normally reluctant 
into Working Ca- to improve their gearing ratio. Similarly, on account of converti
potal Term Loan bility clause, borrowers are also reluctant to make increasing 
use of term borrowings. Because of the above considerations, it is hardly likely 
that left to themselves the borrowers would voluntarily move to method II. 

In order to ensure that the borrowers do enhance their contributions to wor
king capital and to improve their current ratio, it is necessary to place them under 
the Second Method of lending. which would give a minimum current ratio of 
1.33 :I. As many of the borrowers may not be immediately in a position to work 
under the Second Method of Jending, the excess borrowings should be segregated 
and treated as a working capital term loan which should be made repayable in 
instalments. To induce the borrowers to repay this loan, it should be charged 
a higher rate of intere;t. For the present, the Group recommends that the addi
tional interest may be fiXed at 2 per cent over the rate applicable on the relative 
cash credit limits. This procedure should be made compulsory for all borrowers 
having aggregate working capital limits of Rs 10 lakhs and over. Units which 
have been identified as sick and are under a nursing programme or where rehabi-
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Jitation measures are under active consideration of the banks may, however, be 
exempted from this discipline. 

The method suggested above is worked out in the illustration given below: 

Current liabilities 

Creditors for purchases 

Other current liabilities 

Bank borrowings i11cluding bills discounted 

Current assets 

100 Raw material 

50 Stock in process .. 
Finished goods 

with banks 200 
Receivables including bills dis

counted with banks 
Other current assets 

350 

200 

20 
90 

50 
10 

370 

In the above illustration the difference between current assets and current 
liabilities (i.e. 20) would ;epresent the actual contribution from the long-term 
sources. 

Uoder the Setood Method of Leading 

Curreot assets 370 

25% of the above from long-term funds (borrower·s owned funds and long 
term borrowings) 92 

Balance 278 

Less : Curreot liabilities other than bank borrowings 

Balance representing maximum permissible bank borrcwir.gs 

Working capital gap comprising : 

Bank borrowings 128 
Long term funds • • 92 

!50 

!28 

220 

As the long term funds available in this case is only 20 as against the presc
ribed amount under the Second Method of lending at 92, the excess borrowings 
would be 72. What is proposed by the Group is that the excess borrowings of 
72 (or in other words the shortfall in the contribution of the minimum required 
at 92 and the actual contribution available at 20, i.j:., 72) should be converted into 
a working capital term loan which should carry ll higher rate of interest and placed 
on repayment basis. 

Banks should evolve a suitable procedure for ensuring regular repayment 
of the working capital term loan. One way this could be done would be to ap
propriate a small percentage out of the proceeds of sales bills, discounted or col
lected, towards adjustment of these dues. 
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5.10 It has been pointed out in paragraph 3.10 that one of the reasons . 
for the gap is the system of fixing the credit limits on the basis of peak level credit 

requirements. The peak level requirements of the borrower 
Peak laval and would be normally for short periods. There is no reason why 
normal non-peak b h ld b · )' · h h h h level limits to be a orrower s ou e gtven a tmtt t roug out t e year at t e 
separate peak level while his normal requirements for the major part of 

the year would be at a lower level. The Group, therefore, re
commends that there should be separate limits for 'normal non-peak level' re- "' 
quirements and 'peak level' requirements. The borrowers would indicate both 
the normal non-peak leYel and the peak level requirements in their applications 
for credit. While assessing the credit requirements, the bank should appraise 
and fix separate limits for the normal non-peak level as also for the peak level 
credit requirements indicating also the periods during which the separate limits 
would be utilised by the borrower. 

5. I I Peak level requirements are at present being shown separately, where 
necessary, in the application forms to be submitted by banks under the Credit 
Authorisation Scheme. What is being attempted now is to widen the application 
of this procedure and extend it to all borrowers currently under the revised lending 
discipline prescribed by the Tandon Committee, i.e., borrowers having limits of 
Rs 10 lakhs and above. The concept of peak level and non-peak level require
ments is fairly obvious in the case of seasonal industries like tea, coffee, sugar, 
tobacco, etc., where the accounts in normal circumstances would be in credit 
for a part of the year. The concept also applies to certain other industries where 
either the input or output is seasonal, although the relative accounts may not 
necessarily come in credit for a part of the year. For instance, in industries 
manufacturing vegetable oil/ghee, rice and flour milling, jute, cotton textiles, 
etc., the input being agricultural commodities is seasonal. The supply is to some 
extent evened out through the medium of procuring agencies; still at particular 
points of time during the se1son, the raw material inventory may be higher than 
at other times. Similarly, in industries producing consumer goods like fan, re
frigerators, woollens, etc., because of the seasonality of demand, at particular 
points of time the finished goods and receivables may be high. Even in industries 
where there is no such seasonality in input or output, determinable factors like 
purchases of raw materials in lot, payment of tax, bonus to staff, dividend, etc., 
may create a demand for funds at particular points of time. A scrutiny of the 
operations in the account in the past would reveal such seasonal tendencies. 
Wherever there are pronounced seasonal fluctuations in the accounts, banks 
should insist upon the borrowers giving their peak level and normal non-peak 
level requirements in their applications for fixing separate credit limits for such 
periods. If there is no such pronounced trend, peak level and seasonal require
ments should be treated as identical and limits fixed on that basis. 

5.12 One of the important criteria for deciding the normal non-peak and 
peak level requirements should be-the borrower's utilisation of credit limits during 

such periods in the past. Many banks have expressed the view 
Past util_isation that the borrowers consider the inventory norms prescribed by 
to be an ompor· h T d C · h · · ) ) h b · f tent criterion for t e an on ommtttee as t e mmtmum eve on t e asts o 
fixing limit which they are entitled to obtain credit, although the Tandon 

Committee has made it clear that the norm is not an entitle
ment to hold inventories or receivables upto that level. The Tandon Committee 
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has further stated that if the inventory levels in the past were Io_wer than .the level 
prescribed by them, such lower level should prevail. In th~ hght of this obser
vation, where the limits asked for by a borrower are much m excess of wh~t. he 
has been utilising in the past during the respective periods, other factors remammg 
unchanged, the limits should be suitably aligned. 

5. 13 The requirements of funds upto the sanctioned limits should be finan
ced through a regular cash credit account. If any ad hoc or temporary accom-

modation is required in excess of the sanctioned limits to meet 
Financing tam- unforeseen contingencies, the bank should carefully consider 
porarv rhequire- the request and if it is satisfied and also after obtaining autho
ments t rough 
loan risation under the Credit Authorisation Scheme, where necessary, 

the additional finance should be given through a separate demand 
loan account or a separate 'non-operable' cash credit account.* 

The demand loan or 'non-operable' cash credit portion should be availed 
of by the borrower only after fully utilising the regular cash credit acco;mt upto 
the sanctioned limits and is intended only for meeting contingencies and unfore
seen circumstances. Such temporary accommodation should be extended only 
for pre-determined short durations and should be liquidated within the stipulated 
period. The discipline outlined in this paragraph may be made applicable only 
in cases involving working capital limits of Rs 10 lakhs and above. Food and 
export credit would be exempted for this purpose. 

5. 14 As any additional accommodation would put the bank's credit 
planning out of gear, there should be a stiff penalty for the demand loan or 

'non-operable' cash credit portion, at least two per cent over 
Penal interest on the normal rate unless the Reserve Bank in consideration of the 
tbemporarv general adverse conditions in a particular industry or a particular 

orrowmgs · h 1 Th" · d" umt exempts sue pena ty. IS IS necessary to 1scourage 
borrowers from asking for such extra limits without adequate 

reasons. Moreover, though the bank would be charging a penalty, for the 
borrower it is only the cost of management of the 'imponderables and 
uncertainties' which is essentially a function of the entrepreneur and not that of 
the banker. 

5. I 5 Having fixed the limit on the basis of normal non-peak level as well 
as peak level requirements, a borrower should be asked to give his quarterly re-

quirement of funds before the commencement of the quarter on 
Penalising over- the basis of his budget, the actual requirement being within the 
use and under- . d 1. . ~ . 
use of indicated sanctwne 1m1t .or the particular peak level/non-peak level 
levels of borro- periods. Such indication would be the operative limit for the 
wmgs quarter. Drawings less than or in excess of the operative limit 
so fixed (with a tolerance of 10% either way) but not exceeding sanctioned limit 

•. It may be mentio'.'ed that the difference between the demand loan and 'non-operable' cash 
credit Js ~ot significant; m both cases there would be only a single debit for the whole amount of ex· 
cess requtred and the repayment can be from .time. t? time according to the cash generation. It is 
not open to the borrower to recycle the funds m th1s account and once repaid in part or full, limit 
stands reduced or cancelled as the case may be. Although the dell)and loan and 'non-operable' 
cash credit an~ effectively the same, both_ the alternatives are bemg g1ven only to suit the convenience 
of banks particularly from documentatiOn angle. 
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would also be &ubject to a penalty to be fixed by the Reserve Bank from time to 
time. For the time being the penalty may be fixed at 2% p.a. Drawings in excess 
of the operative limit should, however, be subjected to a close scrutiny by the 
banks and allowed only where they are satisfied that such excess is warranted. 
To avoid misuse of such a provision as observed in the past, the borrower would 
be required to submit his budgeted requirements in triplicate and a copy each 
would be sent immediately by the branch to the controlling office and Head Office 
for record. If a borrower fails to submit his quarterly projections before the 
end of the preceding quarter, sanctioned limit (peak or non-pe:tk as applicable) 
should be deemed to be the 'drawdown' limit indicated by him for the quarter 
and the account operated and penalties levied on the basis of such limit. 

5.16 The idea of penalising the borrowers for not estimating their credit 
requirement~ propedy is not new. The Reserve Bank of India h:1d advised banks 

in March 1970 to levy a commitment charge at the rate of I% 
P.enalis~tion pro- p.a. in respect of the unutilised portion of the credit limit from 
VISions lntroduc· A '] I 1970 I h I I . f h "']' d ]' . I b ed by the Reserve pn , . n t e ca cu at10n o t e unuLJ rse rmrt, t 10 or-
Bank in 1970 rower's own indication of his credit requirements in any quarter 

was to serve as the basis. Commitment charge was to be levied 
on the unutilised portion of the credit limit, i.e., the difference betweJn the amount 
indicated by borrower as the maximum extent during any quarter to which he 
would utilise the limit and the average over said quarter of the credit limit actually 

· used by him. In cases where the indicated quar~erly limits were exceeded, banks 
were given the option in May 1970 to take such action as they deemed necessary 
in the matter of accommodating parties drawing in excess of such limits and in 
levying appropriate charges on such excess drawings. Subsequently it was re
presented to the Reserve Bank that the insistence on the quarterly indication of 
credit requirements caused some hardship to certain categories of borrowers 
who experienced difficulties in estimating their credit needs for a quarter as such. 
It was, therefore, decided in March 1971 that such borrowers might be permitted 
to indicate to the banks their maximum credit requirements on a monthly basis 
instead of on a quarterly basis. It was also decided that no commitment charge 
should be levied by a bank if the average monthly/quarterly utilisation did not fall 
short of 95% of the maximum monthly/quarterly requirements indicated by bor
rowers. Similarly, no charge was also to be levied in cases where the drawings 
by parties exceeded the indicated limits by not more than 5% for a period not 
exceeding one week. The following categories of credits were exempt from com
mitment charges: 

(a) credit limits of less than Rs 10 lakhs in each account; 

(b) credit limits granted to the Food Corporation of India, State Govern
ments and their authcrised agencies for the purpose of food procurement/ 
storage/distribution opt-rations; 

(c) credit limits sanctioned in respect of bills purchased and discounted 
(inland and export bills); 

(d) advances against such bills taken for collection, letters of credit and 
packing credit for exports; 
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(e) credit limits granted to State Trading Corporation f~r the purpose of 
storage/distribution of soyabean oil and sunflower 01!; 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

credit limits sanctioned in respect of all types of export fina_nce inclu
ding advances against duty drawback and cash incentives, etc., m . r_espect 
of exports due from Government or other appropriate authontJes; 

credit limits sanctioned for import of goods under letters of credit 
or otherwise, in respect of import bills and t~ust receipt facilities for 
release of import documents, clearance and d1spos:J.I of covered mar
chand ise within the specified period; and 

credit limits upto Rs. 25 Jakhs granted by scheduled commercial banks 
to other banking institutions and co-operative banks having demand 
and time iiabilities not exceeding Rs. 25 crores. (These exemptions 
were also extended to land development banks and State Financial 
Corporations including Tamil Nadu Industrial Investment Corporation 
ltd., with some modifications). 

The above system of commitment charges was withdrawn in November 1975 
after the Tandon Committee recommendations were accepted. 

The system, the Group is proposing, is also on similar lines with the stipula
tion that over-utilisation of the indicated limits would also be compulsorily subjec
ted to penalty. The extent of tolerance would be raised from 5% to I 0%. The 
penalty would be applicable only in respect of parties enjoying credit limits of 
Rs 10 Jakhs and above. 'Food' Credit and 'Export' Credit would be exempted 
from the penalty. As this measure is linked with and is a p1Tt of the lending 
discipline, the Group feels th~.t the quarterly information system need not normally 
be substituted by monthly indications of credit requirements as was permitted 
in the earlier scheme of commitment charges. 

5.17 In the calculation of the unutilised limit/excess drawings the borro
wer's own indication of his credit requirements in any quarter would serve as 

P d 
the basis. Thus, though the limits sanctioned may be related to 

ropose system . 
of commitment the peak level or normal non-peak level reqUirements, the bor-
charge and pe- rower would be expected to indicate to the bank his actual 
nalty for excess · t f d't ( 'th' th · d )' · ) · drawings requnemen so ere 1 WI m e SlnctJOne 1m1t 10 any quarter 

(for the sake of convenience, this may be termed as the 'indicated 
limit'). The degree of utilisation, both for commitment levy and penalty, would 
be calculated with respect to such 'indicated limit'. 

5. 18 The system of levying commitment caarge on unutilised portion of 
the credit as well P.s penalty on excess drawings may be imposed by means of a 
directive under section 21 of the Banking Regulation Act. The commitment 
charge may be calculated on the basis of the unutilised portion of the credit limit 
which shall be the difference between the indicated limit and the average over 
the said quarter actually utilised by him, subject to such conditions, as may be 
prescribed by the Reserve Bank of India. The penalty may be e:J.leulated on the 
excess drawings in the credit limit which shall be the difference between the amount 
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actually utilised by the borrower and the indicated limit subject to such conditions, 
as may be prescribed by the Reserve Bank of India. 

5.19 The following points may be borne in mind while levying commit
ment charge/penalty: 

(a) Credit limits of less than Rs 10 lakhs may not be subjected to commit
ment charge-/penalty. 

(b) Commitment charge/penalty may be made applicable to the existing 
limits also. If the bank anticipates any difficulty in levying these charges 
in terms of any existing contract, it may, if necessary, recall the advance 
(being on a demand basis) and renegotiate the limit to provide for levy 
of such charges. 

(c) In cases where the quarterly average utilisation of the limit falls below 
the indicated limit (subject to what is stated in (d) below) banks should 
charge commitment levy on such shortfall. If in any case, the daily 
utilisation of the limit exceeds the indicated limit (again subject to what 
is stated in (d) below) banks should charge penalty on such excess. 

(d) In order to provide for some flexibility in the operation of the scheme, 
banks should levy commitment charge only if the utilisation falls short 
of 90% of the indicated limit. For the purpose of calculating tbe aver
age, the drawings in excess of the indicated limit may have to be excluded. 
Penalty should be levied on a daily ba~is only if on any day the utilisation 
goes beyond 110% of the indicated limit. 

(e) The commitment charge/penalty should be levied on cash credit account, 
overdraft, bills purchased, bills discounted and any other form of accom
modation (except advances given by way of loans) which involves outlay 
of funds irrespective of the terminology used by the banks in describing 
such accommodation, subject to the exemptions proposed. 

(f) The borrower should be instructed to submit the statement showing 
the indicated limit in triplicate within seven days before the commence
ment of the quarter; The branch office concerned should immediately 
send a copy to his controlling office and another copy to the Head Office 
for record. It would not be permissible for the bank to allow any 
changes in the indicated limit except with the approval of the Reserve 
Bank of India. 

(g) The amount levied by way of commitment charge/penalty should be 
reported to Reserve Bank of India periodically. 

(h) In case a borrower fails to submit the indicated limit in time the sanc
tioned limit for the concerned peak/non~peak period as the case may be, 
should be deemed to be the indicated limit for the quarter and commit
ment levy/penalty charged on the basis of such limit. 
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5.20 

Exemptions 

The following limits would be exempt from the commitment levy/ 
penalty charges. 

(a) Credit limits granted to the Food Corporation of India, State Govemments 
and their authorised agencies for the purpose of food procurement, 
storage and distribution operations. 

(b) Credit limits sanctioned by way of negotiation of bills in respect of 
exports as well as other advances for export purposes including advances 
against duty drawbacks, cash incentives, etc., in respect of exports 
due from Government or other authorities. 

(c) Credit limits granted to commercial banks, financial corporations and 
co-operative banks including land development b:\nks. 

5.21 The success of the proposed lending schen1e depends on the timely 
submission of the quarterly statements under the information system so that the 

quarterly operative limit can be fixed before the commencement of 
lnformatio.n . the quarter. As stated in paragraph 5.2, the information system 
svstem-Somph· · h k fi 
fication of forms recommended by the Tandon Commtttee as yet to ta e rm 
and penalisation roots. It has been represented to the Group, in this context, 
fo.r delayed sub- that the non-submission of the returns in time is partly due to 
mossoon r h I Th · d'ffi 1 certain features of the .orms t emse ves. e mam t cu ty 
in this regard is stated to be the requirement of getting the actual figures of the 
preceding quarter and profit projections which borrowers find it difficult to 
furnish in time. To get over this difficulty the forms have to be suitably simpli
fied. Revised forms for this pupose are given in Appendix V. 

Under the revised forms the borrowers would be required to furnish the 
quarterly projected levels of current assets and current liabilities (including bank 
borrowings) without the data regarding profitability projections and cash flow, 
before the commencement of the quarter. The actual figures relating to per
formance for the previous quarter would be submitted later, within six weeks 
after the close of the quarter. The profitability data and the cash flow would 
be furnished only once in a half year within two months from the close of each 
half year. With the splitting up of the quarterly statement as recommended above 
the Group is of the view that there would not be any difficulty for borrowers to 
submit the statements in time. As the quarterly information system is part and 
parcel of the revised style of lending under the cash credit system, it is absolutely 
necessary that the borrowers submit the revised ·returns in time. To ensure 
this, the ·Group recommends that if the borrower does not submit the return 
within the prescribed time, he should be penalised by charging the whole out
standings in the account at a penal rate of interest, I per cent per annum more 
than the contracted rate for the advance from the due date of submission of the 
return till the date of its actual submission. 

5. 22 Along with the change in the mode of fixing limits, the Group also 
considers it necessary .that request for relaxation from inventory norms and for 

ad hoc increases in limits should be subjected to close scrutiny 
Relaxations h · h f 
from norms as ot erwtse t e purpose o fixing limits on the basis of normal 

non-peak level/peak level requirements as recommended in para
graph 5.10 above could be defeated.· It is also.ilecessary for banks to watch the 
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position of borrowers to whom relaxations from norms have been allowed in 
exceptional circumstances or in whose cases there is marked imbalance in the 
financial position and take steps to correct the position in the shortest possible 
time. 

5. 23 The scrutiny of the data at the operational level also requires toning 

Toning up
Assessment 
technique 

up. To this end, it is suggested that banks may devise their own 
check lists in the light of the instructions already issued by the 
Reserve Bank for use by the operating units. 

5.24 One of the main reasons adduced by the borrowers for inflating 
their requirements for funds is the delay in the sanction of limits at the level 

of banks as well as at the level of the Reserve Bank not only at the 
Delays in time of annual review and fixation of limits for the next year but 
sanction also at the time of considering requests for temporary accommo-

dation. As regards the delays of the first type, the limits being fixed 
on the basis of projections for the next year and as in the CAS forms, the data 
to be given for the current year are only estimates, there should be no difficulty 
for the borrower to submit his application well in advance of the expiry of his 
limits so that the fresh limits would be available before the expiry of the period 
of previous limits. If the application is made with the requisite data correctly 
compiled, there is no reason why there should be delay in sanctioning the proposal 
by the bank or in obtaining the authorisation for such proposal, where necessary, 
from the Reserve Bank. Close co-operation between banks and the borrowers 
would go a long way in reducing the delays to a large extent. A more impor
tant cause for concern on the part of borrowers is, however, delays of the second 
type. When a borrower requires temporary additional finance for meeting 
unforeseen contingencies, his need is obviously urgent and he has no confidenc" 
that the bank would meet such demands, in time. Such limits could normally 
be sanctioned by the officials at the operational level by exercising their discre
tionary powers. But if the limits applied for are beyond the discretionary powers 
vested in these officials, decision on such proposals should be taken by the appro
priate authorities with expedition. The Credit Authorisation Scheme of the 
Reserve Bank of India provides for discretionary grant of temporary limits 
by banks upto specified amounts to take care of such situations. The Group, 
however, does not consider it advisable to recommend any sizeable in
crease in the discretionary powers vested in the operational level functionaries 
for taking care of temporary requests of large borrowers whose operations require 
a close watch at the Head Office level. 

5. 25 The need for encouraging bill system of financing has been explained 
in paragraph 4. 24. One of the reasons given for the slow growth of the system 

Bill system
Attempts so far 
made 

is the absence of a secondary market for bil's. The Group's 
suggestions for establishment of a suitable institution for the 
purpcse are giveri in Chapter VI. Another impediment to the 
widespread use of bill system of financing has been the stamp 
duty on usance bills. Various Committees have recommended 

- in the past for reduction or abolition of such stamp duty. It has also been re
presented to the Group that stamps of the required denominations are not avail

' able freely as and when required. These questions may have to be .taken up with 
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the State Governments. The question of reluctance on the part of Go_vernm~nt 
Departments/public sector undertakings and other medium and large mdustnes 
to subject themselves to discipline was, inter alia, considered by the. Study Gr~up 
on "Enlarging the use of Bills of Exchange as an instrument of credit and creatiOn 
of Bill Market" in 1970. The recommendations made by the Study Group on 
this question, inter alia, were : 

(i) The Reserve Bank may take up the question of changing the procedure of 
drawing supply bills on Government in such a way that they become an 
additional source of supply bills in the Bill Market. This would also 
mitigate the grievance of the contractors that Government takes unduly 
long time in settling their bills. 

(ii) To overcome reluctance on the part of buyers of goods to subject themselves 
to the discipline of bills, the banks or the Indian Banks' Association should, 
in the first instance, educate the borrowers and try to persuade them 
to avail themselves of finance, necessary for s1le of goods on credit, by 
way of discount of bills of exchange. In case persuasion did not yield 
results, the Indian Banks' Association might discuss the issue with its mem
bers who might come to an agreement that they would charge a higher 
rate of interest or stipulate stiff margins to discourage borrowings against 
book debts. Should these efforts fail to yield the desired result, the Reserve 
Bank of India might consider issuing appropriate advice or directive to 
the scheduled commercial banks, in order to discourage them from lend
ing against book debts. 

These recommendations were pursued by the Reserve Bank and banks were 
asked to ensure that not only the bills drawn by the larger concerns on the smaller 
ones but also those drawn by the smaller units on the larger ones were financed 
through bills. The Reserve Bank also took up with the Director General of 
Supplies and Disposals, Government of India and also with major public sector 
undertakings, the question of devising a procedure whereby bills in the regular 
form could be drawn on and accepted by the Government/public sector under
takings. Later, in 1972 a Committee was appointed (Ramanujam Committee) 
to go into the question of delayed payment of bills of small scale industries on 
Government Departments and large industries. This Committee also made 
several recommendations which included the conversion of credit sales by the 
suppliers into bills and fixing separate sub-limits within the overall credit limits 
sanctioned to medium and large industries for acceptance/letter of credit facili
ties covering their purchases from small scale industries. 

The enlargement of the bill system of financing, which has been considered 
desirable from different angles by several Committees and Study Groups has 
been engaging the attention of both Government imd the Reserve Bank of India 
for sometime now. Recently, in August 1978 the Reserve Bank advised banks that 
the medium/large industrial borrowers should be asked to indicate in the sta
tements submitted by them under the quarterly information system, the amounts 
due to small scale industrial units separately. This measure was intended to en
able banks to examine the data furnished by the large/medium industrial borrowers 
and, if banks found from such data that there was delay in payment of dues to 
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small scale industrial units, the matter could be discussed appropriately with 
them. The discussions the Working Group had with bankers and industry inte
rests at various centres have revealed that the problem of payment of bills of the 
industries by Government/public sector undertakings still remains ; so also 
the problem of the dues of small scale industrial units from medium/large in
dustries both in the private and public sectors as well Government Departments. 
The role of the Government Departments and public sector undertakings, 
both as purchaser and seller of goods is indeed substantial. Some of the large 
industrial units have stated during the discussions that the amount due from 
Government and public sector undertakings even exceeded their substantial 
bank borrowings and in such circumstances they could not be expected to meet 
the dues of their creditors, including the small scale industries, in time. 

5.26 By and large, the system of bill finance-purchase and discount of bills
is quite popular in the country for financing receivables. The Reserve Bank 

has also advised banks to replace cash credit against book debts 
Sales bills 'ly bill finance. The practice of financing book debts by cash 

credit is, however, still prevalent to some extent. The banks 
should review all such accounts and insist on the conversion of cash credit limits 
into bill limits. 

5.27 Although the use of sales bills is somewhat satisfactory, the system 
of drawee bills has not yet caught up, despite the diverse measures initiated by 

the Reserve Bank to popularise the bill system in general. The 
Drawee Bill limit Group is, therefore, of the view that a stage has come to enforce 
to be m

1
ade a the use of drawee bills in the lending system by compulsion. 

compu sory . . 
segment of cash It, therefore, recommends that a begmnmg should be made by 
credit making it compulsory for banks to extend at least 50 per cent 

of the cash credit limit against raw materials to manu
facturing units whether in the public or private sector by way of drawee bills. 
The Group recognises that in such cases, apart from the banker and the borrower, 
a third party is also involved. All the same, a definite beginning has to be made 
to move towards the bill system of financing purchase of raw material inventory. 
The objectives behind this recommendation by the Group are three fold, viz., 
(a) to bring in financial discipline on the buyer in the purchase of raw material 
inventory and to ensure that the supplier in turn would be able to make better 
use of bank borrowings, (b) to create a suitable short-term financial instrument 
which may help in evening out the liquidity in the banking system and provide 
the Reserve Bank in the process with an effective tool for controlling credit and 
(c) to reduce the dependence on the cash credit system of lending to some extent 
and thus obviate partially some of the drawbacks in the lending system attri
buted to cash credit. 

5. 28 The Group is also advised by bankers that though the several steps 
taken in the past have not yet yielded the desired results in popularising the bill 
system of financing, with the incentives given by way of rediscounting such bills 
under the New Bill Market Scheme, some of the banks were able to build up a 
substantial bills portfolio. As the Group has recommended separately the creation 
of a discount house, inter alia, for offering bills rediscounting facilities to banks, 
it is convinced that the system could be worked, and worked well, under a certain 
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degree of compulsion. In order to popularise the drawee bill system, it is ne
cessary to give proper guidelines to banks in the working of the s~stem. In 
Appendix VI, the Group has, therefore, indicated the procedure which may be 
followed by banks in extending inventory limits by way of bills. 

5.29 To start with, it is suggested that the discipline recommended in para-
. graph 5.27 for compulsory use of drawee bills_ for financing 

SDrawaa 8 ' 111~ SO% cf the limit against raw material inventory should be confined 
ystam app rca- o . . · f 1 kl 

bla to only largo to borrowers having aggregate working capital hmitS o Rs. 50 a lS 
borrowers . and above from the banking system. In order to give a fillip to this 
havrng workrng h · 1 b t 
capital limits system the banks should encourage t eir arger orrowers o use 
of Rs. 50 lekhs 'usance bills' as far as po~sible to cover their purchases. 
and over 

5. 30 It is possible that for operational convenience bills of larger amounts 
only could be conveniently brought under the purview of the recommended 

Segregation of 
dues of small 
scale industries 
included in 
Sundry 
Creditors 

scheme. At the same time it is necessary to ensure that the bills 
of small scale industries, whose bills are, by and large, likely to 
be of small amounts should not be placed at a disadvantage. 
At present no reliable data are available regarding the propor
tion of the dues of the small scale industries in the 'sundry ere
tors' amount of the medium/large industries in the private 
and public sector. At one of the discussions the Group had 

with the industry interests, it was indicated by some of the public sector units 
that they could maintain control accounts in their books for sundry creditors 
in respect of small scale industries and others separat<:ly. This would give precise 
data regarding the dues to the small units by large/medium industrie~. The 
Group recommends that banks should insist on the public sector undertakings/ 
large borrowers to maintain such control accounts and furnish such data in their 
quarterly information system. This would enable them to take suitable measures 
for ensuring payment of the dues to small units by a definite period by stipulating, 
if necessary, that a portion of limits for bills acceptance (drawee bills) should be 
utilised only for drawee bills of small scale industries. 

5.31 For a proper appreciation of the recommendations made in the earlier 
A bird's eva viaw para_graphs it is perhaps necessary to giv~ an overall picture of the 
of the amended lendmg system that will emerge on the Implementation of these 
landing system recommendations. 

Its basic characteristics are : 

(a) No structural changes in the existing system are proposed. The lending 
would continue through a combination of the cash credit/overdraft, 
loan and bill systems with certain directional changes to bring down the 
preponderant share of cash credit in the total lending. 

(b) The contribution from long term source~ (owned funds and term borrow
ings) to meet the total working capital requirements of a unit would be 
increased and the overdependence oflarger units on bank borrowing which is 
a comparatively cheaper form of resources than owner's funds on 'tax con
siderations, would be curbed. As a result, the concept that banks should 
not assume full responsibility for the total working capital requirements 
of the larger borrowers and that they should bring in their own resources 
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for the purpose increasingly would also be established. In order to en
force this, all the borrowers with limits of Rs. 10 Jakhs and above would 
be placed under the Second Method of Lending proposed by the Tandon 
Committee and the excess borrowings would be converted into a working 
capital term loan with a higher rate of interest and made repayable over 
a specified span of time. 

(c) The imponderables in the economy would necessitate temporary unforeseen 
demand for funds. As apart from banks, there are no alternative sources 
for raising funds in India, such additional finance to the extent needed 
would be provided by banks in separate 'loan' or 'non-operable cash 
credit' accounts at a higher cost and with a definite time-bound programme 
of repayment. 

(d) When the borrowings show pronounced regular fluctuations, separate 
limits would be fixe<:~ for predetermined periods for peak level and normal 
non-peak level requirements so that the larger peak level limit would not 
be available for use during the normal periods and to that extent the gap 
of unutilised limit at any particular point of time would be reduced. 

(e) The botrower would indicate through the quarterly statements under the 
information system his projected requirements during the quarter. Sub
ject to some degree of tolerance, overuse and underuse of such projected 
indications of bank borrowings would be penalised. 

U) As cash credit limits are fixed on an annual basis and reviewed only at com
paratively long intervals of one year or more, the quarterly information 
system would be made an integral part of the cash credit system, as then 
only the cash credit system would work smoothly. In order to ensure 
prompt submission of the quarterly returns under the information system, 
the forms would be simplified and non-submission of returns would be 
penalised. 

(g) Part of the cash credit limit again~t raw materials would be compulsorily 
given only by way of Drawee Bills. This would automatically ensure 
better inventory control of raw material purchases and better discipline 
and planning consciousness among borrowers. To encourage further 
the bill system of financing (coupled with certain other objectives) a bill 
market would be developed in the country and for this purpose a separate 
institution should be set up. 

5.32 The total effect of the proposed lending system would be thus

Effect of the 
amended lending 
system 

(a) to encourage short term loans for specific types of requirements, 
(b) to encourage bill finance. generally, and 
(c) to curb the use of cash credit to some extent. 

The cash credit system would be refined and the gap of unutilised limit would 
be reduced (but not eliminated-under the cash credit system some ·gap will always 
remain). Coupled with the information system, the cash credit would operate 
more or less like loans with the built-in review at short intervals. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Discount House 

6.1 A reference was made in Chapter V to the need for creation of a bill 
Introductory- market in the country. The opinion on this issue of the banks 
Different views and the academicians whom the Group consulted is not uniform. 
on creation The observations of the Banking Commission which had 
of a discount 
house in India also looked into this question are as follows 

"The question is whether the proposed merchant banking institutions should 
perform the functions of acceptance and discount houses. Two factors 
which are of basic relevance in this connection are the reputation and fi
nancial standing of the acceptor and the existence of a system for collect
ing credit information on borrowers. Under the present circumstances, 
it should be possible for commercial banks to undertake acceptance and 
discounting business because with their widespread network of branches 
they satisfy both the above conditions. In due course, however, after 
the bill market is sufficiently developed and the proposed merchant bank
ing institutions acquire the necessary expertise, they may also enter the 
acceptance and discounting business. At present, therefore, there does 
not seem to be any need for specialised acceptance and discount houses 
though such institutions may be formed as joint stock companies in 
course of time to offer these facilities as well as for functioning as a money 
market intermediary to even out the demand for and supply of short
term finance in the market. As suggested in the chapter on Indigenous 
Bankers, the indigenous bankers could in due course also transform 
themselves into discount and acceptance houses. These institutions as 
and when they come to be set up should work under conditions prescribed 
by the Reserve Bank". 

The Commission further observed : 
"As the economy grows, sophisticated financial institutions would be 
required to meet the growing credit needs of the community and discount 
and acceptance houses might become necessary. With their banking 
acumen and traditional skills the more efficient of the indigenous bankers 
could transform themselves into discount and acceptance houses provided 
that they adopt the corporate form of organisation." 

6.2 The Group considered the question from various angles and it has come 
to the conclusion that discount houses on the U. K. pattern for the purpose of 

giving purely rediscounting facilities for bills to commercial banks 
Need for a dis- may not be a. desideratum in India. A discount house which, 
count hous~ 
variouo reasons however, can function as an independent body, subject to Reserve 

Bank's supervision, inter alia, to even out the liquidity imba
lances in the banking system would be a welcome idea. Certain recent develop
ments in the Indian money market regarding call money operations and par
ticipation certificates have reinforced this idea. 
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At present in India, but for acceptance of public deposits (which are also sub
ject to cerain legal restraints), the banks remain the only legitimate source of 
working capital finance. The liquidity position may vary from bank to bank 
and from centre to centre. Certain institutions like Unit Trust oflndia, General 
Insurance Corporation, Life Insurance Corporation also have temporary surplus 
funds for short-term investments. Some machinery is necessary for evening out 
the liquidity amongst banks and other financial institutions as well as between 
different centres. Mechanism to operate this function till recently was the 
call money market with its system of brokers and the use of participation 
certificates. The defects observed in the broker system in the call money market 
and the abuses attached to the system have ultimately resulted in the Reserve 
Bank eliminating brokers from the call money market. Similarly, the extra 
liquidity which has been brought in the system by means of participation 
certificates has also led to its control by the Reserve Bank. Because of the 
vastness of the country, the call money market without brokers can at 
best take care of only imbalances in liquidity within specific centres. 
In the country as a whole there may still be pockets wtth surplus liquidity 
while certain other centres may be needing funds. Moreover, the admittance 
of the non-banking institutions like Life Insurance Corporation, Unit Trust of 
India, etc., in the money market/participation certificates also infuses additional 
funds in the system not subject to the control of the Reserve Bank of India. While 
there was every justification for ensuring that the funds from the non-banking 
system over which the Reserve Bank has no control should not defe:1t the credit 
control measures of the Reserve Bank of India , there is no reason why the liqui
dity imbalances in the banking system, inter se, should not be evened out, if 
it could be done without affecting the monetary policies of the Reserve Bank 
of India. 

6.3 Call money borrowings of scheduled commercial banks in India ranged 
mostly between Rs. 200 crores to Rs. 300 crores during 1978 and 1979, of which the 

Extent of the 
floating funds 
in the money 
market 

share of the non-banking institutions like LIC, UTI, etc., ranged 
generally between Rs. 50 crores to Rs. 100 crores. In addition, the 
participation cerificates issued by banks ranged between Rs.l50 cro
res to Rs. 300 crores in 1977 and Rs. 350 crores to Rs. 560 crores 
during 1978 and upto March 1979. The participation certificates 

were issued by banks and purchased by institutions like Insurance Co<porations, 
Unit Trust of India, other banks, Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation 
of India Ltd., etc. The total floating funds by way of call money and partici
pation certificates in the banking system would b~ of the order of Rs. 800 
crores, of which the inter-bank share would be roughly only about Rs. 200 crores. 
If the monetary authorities can control use of these floating funds by the banking 
system, it can very effectively control the funds available to the banking system 
for making advances, thus making the credit regulation effective. With the con
trol over participation certificates, at present there is no other free short-term 
financial instrument in the money market. Accepted bank bills can fill in the 
vacuum to some extent. The position indicated above emphasises the need 
for creation of an institution on the lines of a discount house but with 
limited and regulated functions. Such an institution will regulate and 
facilitate call money operations and also develop the market for bills in 
the country. 
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6.4 At present the marke~ in _Government ~nd Go~ernment guaranteed 
securities ( including Treasury Btlls) IS not very acttve. '!hts o~en creat:s ?~e

Market for 
Government 
securities 

rational problems for banks in complymg wtth the IIqmdtty 
requirements of the Reserve Bank. If an active market can be 
developed for these securities, it wiJI be advantageo~s ~o ~he 
banks for their cash management. The proposed mstitutwn 

may help in this direction as well. 

6.5 Before examining the scope and functions of the proposed discount 
house, its constitution and resources, it may be desirable to give a brief account 

of the discount houses operating in U. K. The London Discount 
u. K. Discount Market's chief function is to. provide the banking system with 
Houses• safe and profitable liquidity. The market doe-s this by being 
ready at all times to borrow and to repay at call (i. e., o_n dema~d) large su~s 
of money against security. They, as a rule, do not deal dtrectly With the pubbc, 
but are in a sense bankers to banks, acting as depositories of the call money of 
the banking system. The discount houses in U. K. invest their funds in British 
Government and other high class short dated instruments. They are invariably 
willing to purchase for immediate settlement similar securities. They thus pro
vide a secure home for overnight and short-term funds and also deal substan
tially in the varied short-term assets which constitute these portfolios. Bank 
of England controls the credit base of the banks by requiring them to invest a 
proportion of their funds in 'reserve assets'. The discount houses play a crucial 
role in this system, as money at call with the market and many of the instruments 
traded by the market qualify as 'reserve assets.' The Bank of England is able 
to influence the flow of 'reserve assets' by its operations with the Discount Market 
and the discount houses are often the first to sense the monetary stance of the 
authorities. As they are important arbiters of the rates at which these instru
ments are traded, action at the centre spreads to the periphery. The Bank of 
England finds it convenient to apply pressure in several ways on the small central 
cogwheel that is the Discount Market, knowing that the effects wiJI be imme
diately transmitted through the huge machinery of banking business. Should 
the Bank of England be content for rates to fall, it may take no particular action 
other than maintaining easy. conditions in the money market and indicating in 
its daily operations with the Discount Houses its Willingness for rates to fall. 
Competition and profit motive wiJI continue the process until the Bank signals 
a change of attitude. If, however, the Bank wishes to see the rates to rise it 
can in the first place adopt higher rates for its own treasury transactions with the 
market. But much more potent is its action by refusing to buy Treasury B;lls 

. at all when the money is short and instead forcing the discount houses to borrow 
the money they require for 7 days at what amounts to stiffer rate. 

6. 6 A sophisticated money market with its dependence on interest me
chanism for controlling liquidity as is operating•in U. K. may not be ideal for 

I_ ndia. Still the manner in which the discount houses operate 
Discount house U K h fi 
for India m · · can e pro tably made applicable to Indian conditions 

as well. According to the avaihlble data, as at the end of De-
cember 1974 nearly 80 per cent of the resources of the discount houses in U.K. 

• T~.e material for t~is paragraph ~.as been taken from the following sources : 
1. The London Discount Market by Gerrard & National Discount Co Ltd London 
2. "The Discount Houses in London" by G. A. Fletcher. · ·• · 



came from London Clearing Banks as well as other banks and acceptance houses. 
Out of the assets held, treasury bills, other sterling bills (mostly commercial bills), 
sterling cerificates of deposits, local authority securities, etc., accounted for over 
80 per cent of the total assets. 

6. 7 The proposed discount house in India should perform the following 
functions : 

Functions of the 
proposed disco .. 
unt house 

(a) Collection of the surplus liquid funds of the banking system 
as well as the non-banking financial institutions through a central 
agency like the proposed discount house with branches initially 
at important commercial centres like Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, 
New Delhi and Bangalore. In centres where it operates, it 
will be the sole depository of such short-term funds of banks 
and specified non-banking financial institutions. 

(b) Use of surplus funds to even out the imbalances in liquidity in the banking 
system subject to such general guidelines as Reserve Bank may deem 
it fit to issue from time to time. 

(c) Creation of a ready market for commercial bills, treasury bills and Govern
ment/Government guaranteed securities by being ready to purchase from 
and sell to the banking system such securities. 

6. 8 As it would be a new experiment in the country, it is sufficient to have 
only one discount house initially. The institution may be sponsored by its main 

Constitution of 
the Discount 
House 

users, i.e., the commercial banks and non-banking institutions 
like LIC, UTI and GIC. The term lending institutions like 
IDBI, ICICI,. SFCs, etc., can also participate. The institution 
should be an autonomous body to run on strictly commercial 

principles within the overall monetary and credit policies of the Reserve Bank 
of India. Its Board should have expertise in credit analysis and operations 
on the call money and stock exchange markets. The Reserve Bank should 
have powers to give directions to the corporation as and when necessary. The 
corporation should have also power to borrow from the Reserve Bank when 
required. 

6. 9 The corporation would derive its funds from : 

(a) its own c'lpital and operating profits. 

(b) borrowings from the commercial banks and non-banking 
Resources and institutions like LIC, UTI, GIC, term lending institutions, 
uses of funds etc., on call or short notice basis (It will not have any 

direct dealing with the public). 

(c) borrowings from the Reserve Bank. 
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The funds should be utilised for : 

(a) Investment in treasury bills and Government and other 
trustee :Securities, 

(b) Commercial bills accepted by banks, and 

(c) Working balance with the Reserve Bank of India. 

The liability and assets pattern can be reviewed from time to time and addi
tional sources as well as uses can be found with the consent of the Reserve Bank 
of India. The open market operations that are being conducted by the Reserve 
Bank of India at present can be transferred to the proposed discount house to 
the extent possible. 

6. I 0 The Reserve Bank should have powers to give directions to the dis
count house and the discount house will have to maintain a very close relationship 

with the Reserve Bank. The Reserve Bank could regulate 
Link with the the flow of funds in the economy by means of its overall control 
Reserve Bank over the operations of the discount house, though its day-to-day 

operations would be free from the control of the Reserve Bank. 
As the proposed discount house would be functioning in close co-ordination 
with the commercial banks and under the control of the Reserve Bank of India, 
the investments made by banks with the discount house should be treated as liquid 
assets for the purpose of liquidity requirements under the law. 

6.11 The Group has described in the foregoing paragraphs the need for 
creation of an autonomous financial institution on the lines of a discount house 

Details to be 
worked out 

in order to replace the system of brokers in call money and Go
vernment securities market and has als9 indicated certain broad 
framework for such an. institution. It would be necessary to 

work out the details, once the idea is accepted in principle. 
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CHAPTER VII 

Other Recommendations 

7. I During the discussions with bankers and borrowers several other sug
gestions have been given to the Group, some of which do not form the subject 

Other issues 

paragraphs. 

matter of the report. The suggestions having a bearing on the 
terms of reference of the Group are dealt with in the following 

7. 2 In the terms of reference to the Group, a reference has been made to the 
effect that the credit extended should, inter alia, be related to increases in out

Correlation 
between pro .. 
duction and 
bank finance 

put and other productive activities. The Group has not been 
able to procure any conclusive data to establish the degree of 
correlation between production and the quantum of credit at 
the industry level. Apparently in the short run at least there 

is no such definite relationship between industrial production and level of credit, 
The short-term fluctuatior.s in the credit are more often due to seasonal factors, 
unforeseen contingencie;; and imponderables of the economy . over which the 
borrower may not have any control. In the long run, however, there should be 
obviously a definite relationship between industrial production and increase 
in credit to the industrial sector. Jt may not be correct to relate increase in 
bank credit to increase in physical output only, as bank finance depends not 
only upon increase in physical output but also the price level. A study of bank 
borrowings in relation to the increase in the index of industrial output in con
junction with the price index may not, however, reflect the precise position, as 
the weightage given in the price index would probably distort the picture to some 
extent. The Group understands that some attempts have been made in the past 
to study the increase in bank borrowings in relation to industrial output in con· 
junction with the price level index. Because of the limitations implicit in such 
a system of comparison and as the data were ·comparatively old, the Group 
has not been able to make use of such studies. As this issue is obviously of great 
concern to the monetary authorities and as the question has often been raised 
in the context of the increases in bank borrowings, the Group recommends that 
the Reserve Bank may undertake a detailed scientific study of this aspect. 

7.3 ·As indicated in paragraph 2.4, credit control measures to be effective 
will have to be immediately communicated to the operational level and followed 

up. It may not be possible for the controlling offices of the banks 
Communication to regulate credit without the active co-operation at the opera
of credit control tiona! level. There should be a 'cell' attached to the Chairman's 
measures to 
branches and office at the ~ntral Office of each bank which may handle such 
follow-up matters, Immediately following the announcement of changes in· 

credit regulation by the Reserve Bank, the special cells in the 
Head Offices of banks should arrange to instruct the branches expeditiously, 
particular attention being · paid to the 'key' branches which, in practically 
every bank, account for a ·large portion of the advances. There should also 
be a system· for monitoring the implementation of- such instructions, Almost 
all the bigger banks do their planning exercise over a year. The budgets are 
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drawn up in advance and courses of action for implementing the budgetary 
proposals are also initiated in advance. The Central Offices of banks should take 
a second look at the credit budget as soon as changes in credit policy are 
announced and revise their plan of action in the light of the new policy and 
communicate the corrective measures to the operational levels as quickly as 
possible. 

7.4 Irrespective of the fact whether there is a change in credit policy or 
not, the banks should continuously monitor the credit portfolio of the 'key' 

Monitoring of 
key branches 
and critical 
accounts 

branches. Although the banking system as a whole has about 
29500 branches, it is observed that a small percentage of branches 
particularly at a few large centres would account for a substan
tial portion of advances. As a matter of fact, the branches 
at fifteen large centres account for more than 60 per cent of the 

total advances of the banking system. From the data of fresh/additional limits of 
Rs. 50 lakhs nnd ahove granted dL'ring the period end-November 1978 and end
March 1979, the Group has observed that the bulk of the increased limits as well 
as drawings has been shared by a few important centres like Bombay, Calcutta, 
Madras and New Delhi. The key branches may, however, vary from bank to 
bank. If a bank, therefore, gives particular attention to its 'key' branches, it 
will be able to manage its credit portfolio more meaningfully than by attempting 
to equally oversee all its branches at the same time. This of course does not 
relate to the normal follow-up measures introduced by banks to control individual 
advances at all branches. 

It was indicated in paragraph 2. 5 that banks should improve their infor
mation and monitoring system in respect of the medium and large borrowers. 
Large corporate borrowers could be classified into three distinct categories 
(i) seasonal, (ii) non-seasonal, non-critical and (iii) critical. The fluctuations in 
the credit requirements of the ~easonal borrowers are more or Jess amenable to 
accurate forecasts. The 'non-seasonal, non-critical' advances comprising the 
bulk of the borrowers would not be showing any wide fluctuations and their 
demands are also easily assessable. The remaining category comprising critical 
accounts may show wide fluctuations in their operations. For effective credit 
monitoring, it would be adequate if these accounts are kept under a 
close watch. The number of such accounts in each bank should not be 
large and the banks can by experience identify critical accounts. If they 
constantly monitor such accounts by keeping a watch over the utilisation of 
limits and inventory build-up, the purpose of credit management would 
be served to a large extent. 

7. 5 It has been represented by industry representatives that large amounts 
of their resources get blocked, because of the delay in collection of bills and che

Delay in 
collection of 
bill•/ cheques 

ques, return of documents by the collecting branches, etc. I he 
Group is of the view that such delays should be reduced to the 
minimum and recommends that the communication. channels 
and systems and procedures ·within the banking system 

should b~ toned u~• so as to ensure that . minimum time is taken for 
collection, et~. 
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7. 6 Banks usually object to their borrowers dealing with other banks 
without their specific consent. It is, however, learnt that some borrowers still 

Bills facilities 
and current 
accounts with 
other banks 

maintain .current accounts and arrange bills facilities with other 
banks. Apart from diluting the control over the advance by the 
main banker. this practice often enables the borrower to divert 
sales proceeds for unapproved purposes without the knowledge 
of his main banker. This is an unhealthy practice and banks 

may be suitably advised in this matter by the Reserve Bank. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

Summary of recommendations 

1. The advantages of the existing system of extending cre?it by a combi
nation of the three types of lending, viz., cash credit, loan and b_tll should be re
tained. At the same time it is necessary to give some directional changes to 
ensure that wherever possible the use of cash credit would be supplanted by 
loans and bills. It would also be necessary to introduce necessary corrective 
measures to remove the impediments in the use of bill system of finance and 
also to remove the drawbacks observed in the cash credit system (paragraph 
4.22). 

2. Bifurcation of cash credit limit into a demand loan portion and a fluc
tuating cash credit component has not found acceptance either on the part of 
the banks or the borrowers. Such bifurcation may not serve the purpose of 
better credit planning by narrowing the gap between sanctioned limits and 
the extent of utilisation thereof. It is not likely to be voluntarily accepted and 
it does not confer enough advantages to make it compulsory (paragraphs 5. 2 
and 5.4). 

3. The need for reducing the over-dependence of the medium and large 
borrowers-both in the private and public sectors-on bank finance for their 
production/trading purposes is recognized. The net surplus cash generation 
of an established industrial unit should be utilised partly at least for reducing 
borrowing for working capital purposes (paragraph 5. 7). 

4. In order to ensure that the borrowers do enhance their contributions 
to working capital and to improve their current ratio, it is necessary to place 
them under the Second Method of lending recommended by the Tandon Com
mittee which would give a minimum current ratio of I. 33: I. As many of the 
borrowers may not be immediately in a position to work under the Second Method 
of lending, the excess borrowings should be segregated and treated as a working 
capital term loan which should be made repayable in instalments. To induce 
the borrowers to repay this loan, it should be charged a higher rate of interest. 
For the present, the Group recommends that the additional interest may be fixed 
at 2 per cent per annum over the rate applicable on the relative cash credit limits. 
This procedure should be made compulsory for all borrowers (except sick units) 
having aggregate working capital limits of Rs. 10 Iakhs and over (paragraph 
5 .9). 

5. While assessing the credit requirements, the bank should appraise and 
fix separate limits for the 'normal non-peak level' as also for the 'peak level' 
credit requirements indicating also the periods during which the separate limits 
would be utilised by the borrower. This procedure would be extended to all 
borrowers having working capital limits of Rs. 10 lakhs and above. One of the 
important criteria for deciding such limits should be the borrowers' utilisation 
of credit limits in the past (paragraphs 5.10 to 5. 12). 
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6. If any ad hoc or temporary accommodation is required in excess of the 
sanctioned limit to meet unforeseen contingencies the additional finance should 
be given, where necessary, through a separate demand loan account or a separate 
'non-operable' cash credit account. There should be a stiff penalty for such de
mand loan or 'non-operable' cash credit portion, at least two per cent above 
the normal rate, unless Reserve Bank exempts such penalty. This discipline 
may be made applicable in cases involving working capital limits of Rs. 10 lakhs 
and above (paragraphs 5. 13 and 5. 14). 

7. The borrower should be asked to give his quarterly requirement of funds 
before the commencement of the quarter on the basis of his budget, the actual 
requirement being within the sanctioned limit for the particular peak level/non
peak level periods. Drawings less than or in excess of the operative limit so 
fixed (with a tolerance of 10 per cent either way) but not exceeding sanc
tioned limit would be subject to a penalty to be fixed by the Reserve Bank from 
time to time. For the time being, the penalty may be fixed at 2 per cent per 
annum. The borrower would be required to submit his budgeted requirements 
in triplicate and a copy each would be sent immediately by the branch to the con
trolling office and Head Office for record. The penalty would be applicable 
only in respect of parties enjoying credit limits of Rs. 10 lakhs and above, 
subject to certain exemptions (paragraphs 5.15 to 5.20). 

8. The non-submission of the returns in time is partly due to certain features 
in the forms themselves. To get over this difficulty, simplified forms have been 
proposed. As the quarterly information system is part and parcel of the revised 
style of lending under the cash credit system, if the borrower does not submit 
the return within the prescribed time, he should be penalised by charging the 
whole out standings in the account at a penal rate of intere>t, one ·per cent per 
annum more than the contracted rate for the advance from the due date of the 
return till the date of its actual submission (paragraph 5. 21). 

9. Requests for relaxation of inventory norms and for ad hoc increases 
in limits should be subjected by banks to close scrutiny and agreed to only in 
exceptional circumstances (paragraph 5. 22). 

10. The banks should devise their own check lists in the light of the instruc
tions issued by the Reserve Bank for the scrutiny of data at the operational level 
(paragraph 5.23). 

I I. Delays on the part of banks in sanctioning credit limits could be reduced 
in cases where the borrowers co-operate in giving the necessary information about 
their past performance and future projections in time (paragraph 5. 24). 

12. As one of the reasons. for the slow growth of the bill system is the stamp 
duty on usance bills and difficulty in obtaining the required denominations of 
stamps, these questions may have to be taken up with the State Governments 
(paragraph 5. 25). 

13. Banks should review the system of financing book debts through cash 
credit and insist on the conversion of such cash credit limits into bill limits 
(paragraph 5. 26). 
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14. A stage has come to enforce the use of drawee bills in the lending sys
tem by making it compulsory foi banks to extend at Jea.st 50 per ce1~t of the cas.ll 
credit limit against raw materials to manufacturing ~mts '."he~h~r ~n the pub!tc 
or private sector by way of drawee bills. To start wttll: t~1s d1sc1phne should be 
confined to borrowers having aggregate workmg cap1tal hm1ts of Rs. 50 lakhs and 
above from the banking system (paragraphs· 5. 27 and 5. 29). 

15. Banks should insist on the public sector undertakings/large borrowers 
to maintain control accounts in their books to give precise data regarding their 
dues to the small units and furnish such data in their quarterly information system. 
This would enable the banks to take suitable measures for ensuring payment 
of the dues to small units by a defiuite period by stipulating, if necessary, that 
a portion of limits for bills acceptance (drawee bills) should be utilised only for 
drawee bills of small scale units (paragraph 5. 30). 

16. To encourage the bill system of financing and to facilitate call money 
operations an autonomous financial institution on the lines of the Discount 
Houses in U. K. may be set up (paragraphs 6.1 to 6.11). 

17. No conclusive data are available to establish the degree of correlation 
between production and quantum of credit at the industry level. As this issue 
is obviously of great concern to the monetary authorities the Reserve Bank may 
undertake a detailed scientific study in this regard (paragraph 7. 2). 

18. Credit control measures to be effective will have to be immediately 
communicated to the operational level and followed up. There should be a 'Cell' 
attached to the Chairman's office at the Central Office of each bank to attend 
to such matters. The Central Offices of banks should take a second look at the 
credit budget as soon as changes in credit policy are announced by the Reserve Bank 
and revise their plan of action in the light of the new policy and communicate the 
corrective measures to the operational levels as quickly as possible (paragrapl1 7 .3). 

19. Banks should give particular attention to monitor the key branches 
and critical accounts (paragraph 7.4). 

20 .. The communication channels and systems and procedures within the 
banking system should be toned up so as to ensure that minimum time is taken 
for collection of instruments (paragraph 7. 5). 

21. . Althoug~ banks usually object to their borrowers de:lling with other 
banks wtthout thetr consent, some of the borrowers still maintain current accounts 
and arrange bill fa~ilities with ot~er banks, which vitiate the credit discipline. 
Reserve Bank may 1ssue su1table mstruct10ns in this beh1lf (paragraph 7. 6). 

S. P. Cbandavarkar 
Member 

R. P. Vaidya 
Member 

Bombay, 31st August 1979. 
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APPENDIX I 

RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 

CENTRAL OFFICE 

DEPARTMENT OF BANKING OPERATIONS & DEVELOPMENT 

MVIRD CENTRE, CUFFE PARADE, COLADA, 

BOMBAY- 400005 

Post Box 6089 

MEMORANDUM 

In pursuance of the decision taken at the meeting which the Governor had with Chairmen of 
some of the major banks on March 15, 1979, the Reserve Bank of India appoints the following 
persons to constitute a Working Group to review the system of cash credit by banks in all its 
aspects: 

!. SHRI K. B. CHoRE, 
Additional Chief Officer, 
Department of Banking Operations and Development, 
Reserve Bank of India, 
Central Office, 
Bombay Chairman 

2. SHRI s. P. CHANDAVARKAR, 
Senior Deputy General Manager, 
Union Bank of India, 
Bombay 

3. SHRI V. MAHADEVAN, 
General Manager (Planning), 
Local Head Office, 
State Bank of India, 
Bombay 

4. SHRI R. P. v AIDYA, 
Deputy General Manager, 
Bank of India, 
Bombay 

5. KUM. M. TYAGARAIAN, 
Director, 
Economic Department, 
Reserve Bank of India, 
Bombay, • .. 

and 

6. SHRI M. L. lNASU, 
Joint Chief Officer, 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Department of Banking Operation• and Development, 
Reserve Bank of India, 
Central Office, 
Bombay 

Member
Secretary 
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(Appendix 1-Conrd.) 

2. The terms of reference of the Working Group are as follows : 

(i) To review the operation of the cash credit system in recent years. particularly with n 
ference to the gap between sanctioned credit limits and the extent of their utilisation; 

(ii) In the light of the review, to suggest : 

(a) modifications in the system with a view to making the system more amenable t 
rational management of funds by conunercial banks, and/or 

b) alternative types of credit facilities, which would ensure greater credit discipline ar 
also enabJe banks to relate credit limits to increases in output or other producti' 
activities, and 

(iii) To make reconunendations on any other related matter as the Group may considc 
germane to the subject. 

3. The Working Group is expected to submit its Report by May 15, 1979. 

4 .. The Secretariat for the Working Group will be provided by the Department of Bankin 
Operauons and Development, Central Office, Reserve Bank of India, Bombay 400 005. 
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DEPUTY GOVERNOR 
4-4-1979 



APPENDIX II 

RESERVE BANK OF INDIA 

CENTRAL OFFICE 

Post Box No. 6089 

DEPARTMENT OF BANKING OPERATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT 

"THE ARCADE", WORLD TRADE CENTRE, 

CUFFE PARADE, COLADA, BOMBAY 400 005 

Ref. DBOD. No. CAS(COD) 94/WGCC-79 

Addressed to 27 major banks, 

April 9, 1979 
Chaitra 19, 1901 (Saka) 

Dear Sir, 

Working Group to review the system of cash credit 

In pursuance of the decision taken at the meeting of the Governor with Chairmen of some of the 
major banks on the 15th March 1979, a Working Group to review the system of cash credit by banks 
has been constituted by the Reserve Bank of India. One of the tasks assigned to the Group is to 
review the operation of the cash credit system with reference to the gap between the sanctioned 
credit limits and the extent of their utilisation. In this connection. we shall be glad if you will 
kindly arrange to forward to us urgently the information called for in Annexure I. 

2. You are also requested to make immediately a sample study of the utilisation of cash credit/ 
overdraft limits during the years 1977,1978 and upto end-March 1979 in at least 25 accounts in each 
of the following categories of borrowers engaged in different types of ·activities. 

Borrowers enjoying credit limits -

(a) Between Rs. 10 lakhs and upto Rs. I crore 
(b) Above Rs. I crore and upto Rs. 5 crores 
(c) Above Rs. 5 crores and upto Rs. 10 crores 
(d) Above Rs. 10 crores 

The study should cover 'the limits sanctioned to these parties over the period indicated above, 
the drawing power available in the accounts and the extent of utilisation of such limits. The parties 
selected for the study should cover a representative segment of the bank's non-food borrowers ex .. 
eluding sick units and should include both the public and private sectors engaged in trading, manu
facturing and other types of activities. The results of the study rna~ be communicated to us in the 
pro-forma enclosed ·(Annexure II), together-with your observations. · 

3. In view of the urgency of the data, we shall be glad if you will kindly give the matter top 
priority and furnish the figures as and when they are ready. You are particularly requested to send 
us the information regarding item 1(.!) (b) and (c) of Annexure I so as to reach us positively before 
the 21st of this month and the remaining data before the end of this month. 

Yours faithfully 
Sd. 

(M. L. Inasu) 
Joint Chief Officer 
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(Appendix U-Contd.) 

Annexure I 

I. In the Governor's circular CPC. No. BC/31/279A-78 dated the 30th November 1978, banks 
were advised to plan their future expansion of nonafood credit so that the incremental gross c~~it 
(non-food}-deposit ratio for the period December I, 1978 to end-March 1979 would be well w1thin 
40%. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

In this connection, please let us know :-

The precise steps taken by your bank to implement the above instructions indicating the 
dates on which such steps were taken. 

H your bank could not comply with these instructions, what were the reasons for non .. 
compliance ? Data in support of these reasons to the extent readily available should 
also be given. 

Has the bank identified the causes for the increase in its advances? What are these ? Please 
also indicate the increase in the advances from the 1st December 1978 to end-March 
1979, to 

(i) Priority sectors 
(ii) Export sector 
(iii) Other sectors 

D. In respect of increase in the outstanding advances between 1st December 1978 and 31st 
March 1979, please furnish particulars of the borrowers who were given fresh and/or additional 
working capital limits of Rs. 50 !akhs and above during the above period in the form given 
below: 

(Amounts in lakhs of rupees) 

Name of Centre Consti- Type of As at the end of November 1978 
borrower tution of 

activity Aggregate Drawing Balance Other Balance 
cash power working 
credit/ capital 
O.D. limits 
limit 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

As at the end of March 1979 

Aggregate cash Drawing Balance Other working Balance 
credit/0. D. limit power capital limits 

(10) (11) (12) (B) (14) 

Note : If the figures are not available at the Head Office for the bank as a whole, these may be 
obtamed from selected number of branches wh1ch account for a major portion of the 
increase in advances. 
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(Appendix 11-Contd.) 

Annexure n 

Nameofbank------------------------------· 

Name of borrower Centre 
(I) (2) 

Constitution 
(3) 

(Amounts in lakhs of rupees) 

Type of activity 
(4) 

--· ·--- ------

S.L. 
(5) 

S.L. 
(14) 

Particulars as at the end of 

March 1977 September 1977 March 1978 

D.P. Bal. S.L. D.P. Bal. S.L. D.P. 
(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) (12) 

---

Particulars as at the end or 

September 1978 November 1978 March 1979 

D.P. 
(IS) 

Bal. S.L. D.P. 
(16) (17) (18) 

S. L. Sanctioned limit 

D.P. = Drawing power 

Bal. Balanoe outstanding 

Bal. S.L. 
(19) (20) 

---

This statement should relate to only cash credits/overdrafts. 

D.P. 
(21) 

Bal. 
(13) 

---

Bal. 
(22) 
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APPENDIX-III 

Names of Parties who met/forwarded their •iews to the Working Group 

I. Chambers of Commerce and Industry/Industry Association : 

I. Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, New Delhi. 
2. Indian Cotton Mills Federation, Bombay. 
3. Bengal Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
4. Bengal National Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
5. Bharat Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
6. Indian Jute Mills Association, Calcutta. 
7. Tea Association of India, Calcutta. 
8. Indian Tea Planters• Association, Calcutta. 
9. Bharatiya Cha Parishad, Calcutta. 

10. Gujarat Chambers of Commerce and Industries, Ahmedabad. 
II. Ahmedabad Mill Owners' Association, Ahmedabad. 
12. Maskati Cloth Market Association, Ahmedabad. 
13. Ahmedabad Industrial Estate Factory Owners Association, Ahmedabad. 
14. Ahmedabad Engineering Manufacturers Association, Ahmedabad. 
I 5. Ahmedabad Cotton Merchants Assochtion, Ahmedabad. 
16. Gujarat State Plastic Manufacturers Association, Ahmedabad. 
17. Vatva Industries Association, Ahmedabad. 
18. Southern India Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Madras. 
19. Madras Chamber of Commeroe & Industry, Madras. 
20. Tamil Nadu lndustdal Development Corporation, Madras. 
21. Tamil Nadu Small Scale Industries Association, Madras. 
22. Andhra Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 
23. Industrial Estate Manufacturers Association, Madras .. 
24. Hindustan Chamber of Commerce, Madras. 
25. Federation of Kamataka Chamber of Commerce and· Industries, Bangalore. 
26. Kama taka Small Scale . Industries Association, Bangalore. 
27. Punjab, Haryana and Delhi Chambers of Commeroe and Industries, New Delhi. 
28. Federation of Associations of Small Industries of India, New Delhi. 
29. Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industries of India, New Delhi. 
30. All India Manufacturers Organisation, New Delhi. 
31. Federation of Indian Manufacturers, New Delhi. 
32. National Alliance of Young Entrepreneurs, New Delhi. 
33. Delhi Factory Owners Association, New Delhi. 
34. Association of Merchants and Manufacturers of Textile Stores and Machinery (India), Bombay. 
35. Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta. 
36. Bombay Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Bombay. 
37. Indian Tea Association, Calcutta. 
38. Association of Chambers of Commerce, Bombay. 
39. Gujarat State Co-operative Marketing Federation, Ahmedabad. 
40. Technician Entrepreneurs Association, Ahmedabad. 
41. Federation of Gujarat Mitis and Industries, Baroda. 

II. Management Institute/Training Institute, etc. 
I. National Iostitute of Bank Management, Bombay. 
2. Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, New Delhi. 
3. Bankers Training College, Bombay. 
4. Committee of Direction for Follow-up of Bank Credit. 
5. Banga.lore Management Association, Bangalore. 

III. Bankers' Association 
Indian Banks' Association, Bombay. 

IV. Banks 
I. State Bank of India. 
2. Allahabad Bank. 
3. Bank of India. 
4. Bank of Baroda. 
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S. Bank of Maharashtra. 
6. Canara Bank. 
7. Central Bank of India. 
8. Dena Bank. 
9. Indian Bank. 

10. Indian Overseas Bank. 
II. Punjab National Bank. 
12. Syndicate Bank. 
13. Union Bank of India. 
14. United Bank of India. 
15. United Commercial Bank. 
16. Grindlays Bank Ltd. 
17. Citibank. 
18. American Express International Banking Corporation. 
19. Bank of America N. T. and S. A. 
20. State Bank of Mysore. 
21. Corporation Bank Ltd. 
22. Vijaya Bank Ltd. 
2J. Vysya Bank Ltd. 
24. Kamataka Bank Ltd. 
25. Lakshmi Vilas Bank Ltd. 
26. Laxmi Commercial Bank Ltd. 
27. State Bank of Patiala 
28. Punjab & Sind Bank Ltd. 
29. New Bank of India Ltd. 
30. Oriental Bank of Commerce Ltd. 
31. State Bank of Bikaner & Jaipur. 
32. Bank of Madura Ltd. 
:l-3. Bharat Overseas Bank Ltd. 
>4. State Bank of Saurashtra. 

V. Individuals 

I. SHRI P. F. GUTTA 
2. PROF. N. L. HtNGORANI , • 
3. , S>.MPAT SINGH 
4. , S. D. V ARDE 
s. SHRI s. L. N. SIMHA 

6. , 
7. " 
8. " 
9. " 

10. " 
11. , 
12. " 
13. , 
14. " 
15. ,, 
16. ,, 
17. , 
18. , 
19. ,, 

N. R. KuLKAR"I 
R. C. MAHESHWARI 
B. V. SONALKAR •• 
K. N. R. RAMANUJAM 
S. N. S. RAGHAVAN 
N. SUNDFR 
V. J. MENEZES 
A. GHOSH •• 
M. B. DUTrA 
D. C. GuPTA 
S. B. PARDIWALA 
L. D. KHANNA 
K. Vl:NKATARAMA AYYAR 
c. E. KAMATH 

VI. Others 

I. Tea Industry, Calcutta 
2. Indian Telephone Industries 
3. Hindustan Machine Tools 
4. New Government Electric Factory 
S. Visveswaraya Iron and Steel Ltd. 
6. Escorts Ltd. 

Central Bank oflndia . 
National Institute of Bank Management, Bombay 

do 
do 

Institute for Financial Management & Research~ 
Madras 

Hindustan Motor Ltd., Calcutta 
Texmaco Ltd., Calcutta 
Bank of India 
Indian Bank 
Grindlays B>nk Ltd. 
Hindustan Lever 
Citibank 
Allahabad Bank 
State Bank of Bikaner & Jaipur 
Punjab National Bank 
Vijaya Bank Ltd. 
State Bank of Patiala 
Indian Bank 
Canara Bank 

7. Delhi Cloth & General Mills Co. Ltd. 
8. Bharat Steel Tubes Ltd ... 
9. Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd. 

10. Mohan Meakin Breweries Ltd. 
11. Modi Industries 
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12. Jain Tube Co. 
13. Harsha Tractors Ltd. 
14. Sudarshan Steel Rolling Mills. 
I 5. Hindustan Electrographite Ltd. 
16. Fedders Lloyd Corporation (Pvt.) Ltd. 
17. Paliwal Steels (P) Ltd. 
18. Tools & Equipments (Pvt.) Ltd. 
19. lshwar Industries Ltd. 
20. Talbros Automative Components Ltd. 
21. Autonetic Engineering (P) Ltd. 
22. Bajaj Mechanical. 
23. Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. 
24. State Trading Corporation. 
25. Minerals & Metals Trading Corporation of India Ltd. 
26. Ballarpur Industries Ltd. 
27. Tata Engineering & Locomotive Company Ltd. 
28. Associated Cement Cos. Ltd. 
29. Indian Explosives 
30. Atlas Cycle Industries 
31. Birla Cotton Mills 
32. Modipon Ltd. 
33. Neyveli Lignite Corporation 
34. Ani! Starch Products Ltd. 
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APPENDIX IV 

STATEMENTS 

Statement Description 
No. 

1. Distribution of outstanding credit of scheduled commercial banks according to type of 
account - BSR Data 

2. Non-food credit limits and outstanding credit- CAS Form 'A' Data- Quarterly 

3. Variation in utilisation of cash credit limits between June 1976 and June 1977- Industry
wise- BSR Data 

4. Utilisation of cash credit limits- !ndustrywise- CAS Form 'A' Data 

S. Cash credits, overdrafts and demand loans (non-food) classified according to sector-CAS 
Form 'A' Data 

6. Distribution of outstanding credit of scheduled commercial banks according to the size 
of the credit limit - BSR Data 

7. Sizewise percentage utilisation of credit limits - CAS Form •A• Data 
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Stat...,.nt !-Distribution of outstanding ttedlt of scheduled commercial banks according to the type or account - BSR Data 

(Amount in lakhs or rupees) 

As on the last Friday or Percentage inc:rease 

June 1973 June 1977 

Credit Amount Utilisation Credit Amount Utilisation Credit Amount 
Type or ll<:lCOUnt limits outstanding (percent) limits outstanding (percent) limits Outstanding 

I 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Cash Credits 506402 288675 51.0 823850 544822 66.1 62.7 88.7 
(48.6) (50.0) (44.6) (45.2) 

Overdrafts 8968} 46459 51.8 126057 75294 59.1 40.6 62. I 
(8.6) (8. I) (6.8) (6.2) 

Demand loans 5)983 34862 64.6 79719 62089 77.9 47.7 78.1 
(5.2) (6.0) (4.3) (5.2) 

Packing credit 53216 29491 55.4 94914 52717 55.5 78.4 78.8 
(5.1) (5.1) 15.1) (4.4) 

Inland bills purchased/discounted 165763 79939 48.2 }41786 224814 65.8 106.2 181 .2. 
(15.9) (13.9) (18.5) (18.6) 

Export bills purchased/discounted/ad- 48927 22326 45.6 83577 43704 52.3 70.8 95.7 
vanoed against (4.7) (}.9) (4.5) (3.6) 

Advances against import bills 24358 )524 14.5 66718 65}6 9.8 J7J..9 85.5 
(2. 3) (0.6) (3. 6) (0.5) 

Term loans 97376 70572 72.5 23}651 196411 84. I 1)9.9 178.3 
(9.3) (12.2) (12.6) (16.3) 

Unclassified 3054 1265 41.4 I I 100.0 
(0.3) (0.2) (-) (-) 

1042762 577113 55.3 185027l l206J.88 65.2 77.4 109.0 
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 

Figures in brackets indicate percenlages to the total. 
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Sllltement No. 2- Non-food credit limits and oucstanding c:redit- CAS Form 'A' Data- Quarterly 

(Amount in crores of rupees) 

Last Friday of All facilities• Cash credits, overdrafts Cash credits, Amount out-
and demand loans 0\"eni.rafts standing ag-

an:\ demand ainst cash 
Credit Amount Utilisation Credit Amount Utilisation loans limits credits, over-
limits OUIStanding (percent) limits outstanding (per cent) as percent- drafts &de-

age of limits mandloans 
for all as percentage 
facilities of total out-

standing 
against all 
facilities 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

March 1977 6945 4319 62.2 4609 2893 62.8 66.4 67.0 

June 1977 7324 4225 57.7 4631 2757 S9.S 63.2 65.2 

September 1977 7284 4389 60.3 4605 2874 62.4 63.2 65.4 

December 1977 7517 4739 63.0 4833 3148 65.1 64.3 66.4 

March 1978 7763 4826 62.2 5096 3217 63.1 65.6 66.7 

June 1978 8268 5143 62.2 5329 3376 63.4 64.5 65.6 

September 1978 8400 5241 62.4 5477 3434 62.7 65.2 65.5 

December 1978 8702 5765 66.2 5579 3785 67.8 64.1 65.7 

March 1979 9000 5153 63.9 5733 3688 64.3 63.7 64.1 

"' 
• Apart fNm cash credits, overdrafts and demand loans, these include (a) packing credit (b) export bills 

"' 
(c) term loans (d) inland bills (e) sales on deferred p>yment basis under lOBI scheme. 
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Statement No. 3 :-Variation in utilisation of cash credit limits between June 1976 and JURe 1977-
lndustrywise--BSR Data 

As on the last Friday of 

INDUSTRY June 1976 June 1977 

Number Credit Utilisa- Number Credit Utilisa-
of limits tion of limits tion 

accounts (Rs. in (per oent) accounts (Rs. in (per cent) 
lakhs) lakhs) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

I. Agriculture and allied 
activities 

1. Agriculture excluding 
plantations 

(a) Direct Finance 25030 12146 62.0 30919 12392 72.4 
(b) Indirect Finance 11748 35184 54.3 12128 25839 60.9 

2. Plantations 3991 17253 62.0 4037 17410 48.6 

II. Industry 

A. Mining & Quarrying 1267 15252 59.4 1263 15437 66.4 

B. Manufacturing 

1. Food Manufacturing 
and Processing 

(a) Rice Mills, Flour and 
Dal Mills 4252 9022 38.6 4788 9790 38.7 

(b) Sugar 564 32387 51.5 670 36835 55.7 
(c) Edible Oils & Vanas-

pati 2845 10818 42.6 3059 11118 48.8 
(d) Others 3428 9382 59.1 3646 11049 7).3 

2. Beverage and Tobacco 1841 9272 60.1 1937 10374 71.1 

3. Textiles 
(a) Cotton Textiles 9111 67661 67.9 9891 66120 79.5 
(b) Jute Textiles 262 8431 62.1 244 9311 72.7 
(c) Other Textiles 11527 26898 67.9 13243 29454 67.0 

4. Paper and paper pro-
ducts 7008 17401 70.9 7752 18259 70.7 

5. Leather and leather-
products 1693 2901 74.2 1904 3460 86.2 

6. ·Rubber and rubber 
products 2177 10349 o72.2 2432 12152 62.5 

7. Chemicals and 
chemical products 

(a) Heavy industrial che-
micals .. 464 6712 58.4 443 5939 70.8 

(h) Fertilisers 541 13690 70.4 577 13559 50.9 (c) Drugs and Pharmaceu-
ticals .. 2532 16778 51.8 2869 15212 65.8 

(d) Others 11131 29334 66.2 12461 33148 66.8 
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(Statement No. 3 Conc/11ded) 

As on the last Friday of 
----

June 1976 June 1977 
INDUSTRY 

No. of 
accounts 

Credit 
limits 
(Rs. in 
lakhs) 

Utilisa- Number 
tion of 

Credit 
limits 

(Rs. in 
lakhs) 

Utilisa
tion 

(per cent) 

------···---

8. Manufacture of mine~ 
rats 

9. Cement 

10. Basic Metal and Metal 
Products 

(a) Iron & Steel 
(b) Others 

II. Engineering 

(a) Heavy Engineering 
(b) Light Engineering 

12. Vehicles, vehicle parts 
and transport equip
ments .. 

13. Others 

C. Electricity Generation, 
Transmission and Distri
bution 

D. Construction 

E. Transport operators 

F. Personal and professional 
services 

1. Professional services 
2. Artisans & Craftsmen 
3. Other services 

Ill. TRADE 

I. Wholesale trade 
2. Retail trade .. 

JV. Personal Loans (including 
consumer durables) .. 

v. All Others .. 

TOTAL ---------

(I) 

663 

324 

5649 
11558 

3113 
14193 

4858 

28722 

1063 

4370 

9850 

3530 
1780 
6771 

52729 
52315 

30746 

27882 

361528 

(per cent) accounts 

(2), 

14697 

7460 

44099 
32015 

78473 
36215 

39267 

43440 

9971 

7105 

10575 

1719 
854 

8187 

202612 
26260 

11893 

42259 

(3) 

23.9 

67.1 

74.8 
54.9 

70.4 
73.1 

46.7 

61.2 

56.6 

79.3 

56.1 

68.2 
69.5 
64.7 

65.4 
63.8 

73.8 

49.4 

(4) 

726 

330 

5873 
12489 

3188 
15606 

5251 

32637 

1073 

5103 

11607 

415( 
2107 
794( 

5638! 
61949 

3484U 

31281 

(5) 

10502 

6614 

47929 
30521 

73289 
40793 

27392 

49321 

14860 

9052 

12742 

2048 
988 

8507 

256731 
28418 

12583 

40474 

967972 62.4 406801 1029626 
·------

(6) 

22.3 

54.1 

65.0 
63.7 

64.2 
71.7 

69.1 

70.5 

39.8 

78.7 

55.8 

64.9 
76.2 
64.7 

69.9 
67.9 

75.4 

57.7 

66.2 
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Statement No.4- Utilisation of cash credit limits- Industry wise - CAS Form 'A' Data (per cent) 

Last Friday of 

Industry June September December March June September December March 
1977 1977 1977 1978 1978 1978 1978 1979 

(I) (2) (l) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Agriculture 

Direct finance 27.6 45.1 52.1 48.8 12.1 7.6 54.6 36.8 
Distribution of fertilisers 46.2 41.6 42.9 71.3 79.6 57.7 65.0 57.7 
Others 42.4 48.6 25.1 17.5 71.9 76.5 76.0 82.2 

Plantation 

Tea 47.9 }8.0 37.8 40.9 50.3 50.2 55.0 49.0 
Others 2.0 }.5 }.1 1.4 6.8 8.6 6.4 

Mining & Quarrying 

Coal 48.4 47.2 61.2 51.6 54.6 52.8 64.2 49.7 
Iron ore 32.5 50.0 89.7 92.0 89.8 62.0 77.0 70.2 
Others 65.5 62.2 68.7 63.2 66.5 69.5 71.0 68.6 

Manufacturing 

Sugar 70.1 51.5 469 85.1 86.8 70.4 57.4 69.4 
Edible oil and van?.spati 45.8 42.6 64.9 58.5 48.5 46.5 69.4 62.9 
TobaccO processing and manufacturing of 

48.8 72.5 47.5 tobacco products . . . . . . 65.9 60.6 65.9 64.4 69.0 
Cotton textiles 85.2 86.7 85.0 91.1 SJ.~ 79.9 85.8 83.1 

Jute textiles 67.9 71.7 79.6 77.0 69.0 70.} 83.3 82.7 

Silk & Synthetic fibres 60.2 61.7 66.8 60.3 61.3 55.7 59.0 56.7 

Wool & woollen textiles .. 93.4 75.6 65.8 79.3 9}.6 92.0 81.9 79.8 

Other textiles 78.0 59.7 94.4 89.5 80.0 7}.1 93.4 91.4 

Paper and paper products 77.4 67.7 80.0 77.8 75.0 64.9 67.7 75.9 
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(Statement No. 4-Contd.) 
(per cent) 

June September December March June September December March 
Industry 1977 1977 1977 1978 1978 Jn8 1978 1979 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Leather and leather products 85.2 84.4 74.0 92.8 74.2 83.6 77.2 89.2 

Rubber and rubber products 80.0 83.6 86.5 74.1 71.5 80.7 90.2 68.7 

Chemicals and chemical products 

Heavy Industrial CheTicals 53.7 49.7 61.2 52.7 50.5 45.2 56.5 55.6 

Fertiliser (production) .. 57.4 66.2 62.5 54.7 71.1 69.3 70.7 59.4 

Drugs and Pharmaceuticals 55.5 67.6 62.2 61.8 58.2 59.1 61.9 62.7 

Plastic and plastic products 72.4 67.6 61.2 74.3 64.5 75.4 77.4 70.6 

Others 56.6 71.5 40. I 68.0 67.3 70.3 15.6 67.9 

Petroleum 4.2 12.0 40.1 19.8 10.9 18.7 18.2 18.6 

Cement 45.9 45.6 41:8 38.6 35.5 39.5 60.2 38.6 

Basic metals and metal products 

Iron and steel 57.6 67.6 62.3 62.1 42.2 56.2 52.1 46.4 

Others 64.1 57.1 62.1 52.9 50.3 50.6 51.0 40.8 

Engineering (except transport equipment) 
Heavy engineering machinery (except 
electrical) 64.9 72.9 76.7 66.2 68.4 71.7 76.9 71.0 

Electrical mochinery .. 42.3 65.0 71.1 34.4 34.9 58.0 72.0 51.4 

Light engineering (including light metal 
61.7 69.8 76.4 71.0 72.2 72.1 79.0 73.4 

a-
products) 

.... 
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(Statement No. +-Cone/d.) 
(per cent) 

June September December March June September December March 
Industry 1977 1977 1977 1978 1978 1978 1978 1979 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Transport equipment 
Railway equipment 70.6 75.6 85.6 88.2 84.1 90.8 90.9 90.4 

Other tranport equipment 87.0 72.5 61.0 62.9 68.2 62.1 79.8 74.0 

Muufaduring - Others 73.5 69.8 72.0 77.6 71.6 71.5 74.7 71.6 

Electricity Generation and supply 37.8 35.2 29.2 29.7 28.7 31.2. 32.9 29.0 

Trade 
Foodgrains 75.4 60.3 65.5 55.5 80.8 66.9 74.3 6}.2 

Fertilisers 78.1 29.5 9.9 34.1 73.3 38.0 24.1 30.6 

Mineral oils 4.8 1.1 42.9 40.8 4.6 3.6 72.9 39.0 

Rawcatton 85.3 75.0 71.6 76.} 69.7 61.6 64.2 99.2 

Raw jute 16.4 1.5 9.7 3.4 7.7 35.9 68.2 68.9 

Other trade 50.6 43.7 47.1 45.4 58.7 52.3 56.4 53.2 

c-truction rompanies• 81.7 82.4 82.6 101.6 81.2 

Transport and communications* 19.1 26.5 33.9 34.8 44.3 

Financial and Developmental institutiotr;* 50.7 57.5 56.4 54.2 60.8 

Hotels. Reslllurants and Tourism • 80.7 87.2. 85.4 58.7 

All others 39.3 54.8 57.6 63.5 65.4 62.6 66.0 69.8 

All industries (non-food <reclit) 59.5 62.4 65.1 63.1 63.3 62.7 67.8 64.3 

* Separate figures for these item .. re not available for earlier periods. 
Note: Cash credit limits include limits against overdrafts and demand loans also. 
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Statement No. 5-Cash credits, overdrafts and demand loans (non- food) classified according to sector-CAS- Form 'A' Data 

(Amount in crores of rupees) 

Last Friday of Public Sector Private Sector Total• 

Credit Amount Utilisation Credit Amount Utilisation Credit Amount Utilisation 
Limits Outstanding (per cent) Limits Outstanding (per cent) Limite; Outstanding (per cent) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

March 1977 1613 797 49.4 2863 2023 70.7 4609 2893 62.8 

June 1977 1596 691 43.3 2890 1978 68.4 4631 2757 59.5 

September 1977 15:\0 813 53.1 2912 2012 67.7 4605 2874 62.4 

December 1977 1601 874 54.6 3073 2169 70.6 4833 3148 65.1 

March 1978 1882 952 50.6 3086 2201 71.3 5096 3217 63.1 

June 1978 1798 910 50.6 3353 2354 70.2 5329 3376 63.4 

September 1978 1947 )105 56.8 3356 2236 66.6 5477 3434 62.7 

December 1978 1905 ll47 60.2 3494 2532 72.5 5579 3785 67.8 

March 1979 1917 10:\0 53.7 3643 2558 70.2 5733 3688 64.3 

* Includes figures relating to co-operative sector also. 
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Statement No. 6-Dislribution of outstanding credit of scheduled commercial banks according to the size of the creditlimit•-B S R Data 

(Amount in crores of rupees) 

As on the last Friday of Growth (percent) 

June 1976 June 1977 Credit Amount 
limits outstanding 

Credit Amount Utilisation Credit Amount Utilisation 
limits outstanding (percent) limits outstanding (percent) 

Above Rs. 10,000 and upto Rs. I lakh 1965 1382 70.3 2256 1685 74.7 +14.8 +21.9 
(I(. 7) (13.1) (12.2) (14.0) 

Above Rs. 1 lakh and 1902 1156 60.8 2091 JJI9 63.1 + 9.9 +14.1 
upto Rs. 5 lakhs .. (11.4) (10. 9) (I 1.4) (10.9) 

Above Rs. 51akhs and 981 626 63.8 1091 695 63.7 +11.2 +li.O 
upto Rs. 10 lakhs .. (5.9) (5.9) (5.9) (5.8) 

Above Rs· 10 lakhs and 1577 100.1 63.6 1744 1131 64.8 +10.6 +12.8 
upto Rs. 25 1akhs (9.4) (9.5) (9.4) (9.4) 

Above Rs. 25 lakhs and 1479 914 61.8 1591 984 61.8 + 7.6 + 7.7 
upto Rs. SO lakhs .. (8.8) (8. 7) (8.6) (8.2) 

Above Rs. 50 1akhs and 1608 991 61.6 1774 1056 59.5 +10.3 + 6.6 
upto Rs. 1 crore .. (9.6) (9.4) (9.6) (8. 7) 

Above Rs. I crore and 3056 1704 55.8 3146 1877 59.7 + 2.9 +10.1 
upto Rs. 5 crores .. (18.3) (16.1) (17 .0) (15.6) 

Above Rs. 5 crores and 841 447 53 .I. 822 461 56.1 -2.3 + 3.1 
upto Rs. 10 crores (9.0) (4.2) (4.4) (3.8) 

Above Rs. 10 crores 3330 2340 70.3 3981; 2852 71.5 +19.7 +21.9 
(19.9) (22.2) (2 J. 5) (23.6) 

Composit limits and unclassified s 4 -20.0 

Total 16739 10568 63.1 18501 12064 65.2 +JO.S +14.2 
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) 

Figures in brackets indicate percentages to the total. 0 This statement includes all facilities. 
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Statement No. 7-Slzewisc percentage utilisation of credit limits•- CAS-Form 'A' Data 

As on the last Friday of 

Range of the size March June September December 
of credit limit (Rs.) 1978 1978 1978 1978 

---- ------
2 crores 68.4 66.9 64.8 68.4 

, - S crores 65.5 66.5 64.3 68.5 M ... 

5 10 crores 63.5 62.8 60.5 65.1 

10 15 crores 62.5 53.9 56.9 61.7 

15 20 crores 58.5 57.8 60.4 64.8 

20 crores and above 58.9 70.6 65.8 72.4 

Overall utilisation .. 62.3 66.3 63.9 69.1 

"'This statement includes all facilities. 
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Quarterly Information System - Form I 

Estimates for the ensuing quarter ending* 

Name of borrower : 

A. Estimates for the current accounting year indic:t.tcd in the 
annual plan 

B. Estimates for the ensuing quarter ending ........... . 

C. Estimates of current a~setsu 
and current liabilities for the 
ensuing quarter ending ............. . 

Current Assets 

I. Inventory 

(i) Raw materials 

(a) Imported £, 
(months' consumption) @ 

(b) Indigenous £ 
(months' consumption) @ 

(ii) Stocks-in-process 
(months' cost of production) @ 

(iii) Finished goods 
(months' cost of sales) @ 

(il·) Consumable stori.!S 
(months' consumption) @ 

II. Receivables- including bills di=unted with bankersff 
(months' sales) @ 

III. Advances to suppliers of raw materials and stores 

IV. Other current assets including cash and bank balances 

Total (estimated) curr<nt assets 

(a) Production 
(h) Gross Sales 
(c) Net Sales 

(ol Produ:tion 
(b) Gross Sales 
(c) Net Sales 

(OOO's omitted) 

•To be submitted in the week preceding the commencement of the quarter to which the statement 
reJates. 
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Current Liabilities 

V. Short term bank borrowings 
including bills discounted 
with bankcrsttt 

............................ Bank 

............................ Bank, etc. 

VI. Creditors for purchases of raw 
materials and storesttt 
(months' purchases) @ 

VII. Advances from customers 

VIII. Accrued expenses 

IX. Statutory liabilities 

X. Other current liabilities 

Total (estimated) current 
liabilities 

Notes: (i) Information in these forms is to be furnished for each line of activity/unit sepa
mtely as a] so for the company as a whole and where the different activities/units 
are financed by different banks, the concerned activity/unit-wise data and data 
relating to th< whole company should be furnished to each financing bank. 

(ii) The valuation of current assets or current liabilities in these forms should be on 
the same basis as adopted for the statutory balance sheot, and should be applied 
on a consistent basis. 

@(iii) The period is to be shown in relation to the annual projection for the relative 
item. If the levels of inventory/receivables are higher than the norms indicated 
by the bank, reasons may be given. 

£(iv) If thecanalised items form a significant part of raw materials inventory, they may 
be shown separately. 

tf(v) Amount of bills discounted with bankers, included in item II of Part C should 
be indicated separately. 

ttf(vi) Amount of bills discounted with bankers in respect of purchases, included in item 
V or item VI of Part C should be indicated separately. 

**(vii) The classification of current assets or current liabilities should be made as per the 
usually accepted approach of bankers and not as per definitions in the Com
panies Act. (e.g. instalment of term loans payable within 12 months from the 
date of balance sheet should be classified as current liabilities). 
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Quarterly Information Systlm - Form II 

Performance during the quarter endt:d . ............ . 
(OOO's omitted) 

Name of borro"·er : 

A. Estimates for the current accounting }ear indicated 
in the Annual plan 

(o) Production 
(b) Gross Sales 
(c) Net Sales 

B. Actual production/sales during the current ac
counting year (data to be furnished for the comp
leted quarters) 

1st quarter ended 
19 

2nd quarter ended 
-----19 

3rd quarter ended 
19 

4th quarter ended 
------19 

C. Data relating to the 
latest completed 
quarter ended 

Production 
Gross Sales 
Net Sales 

During the quarter 

Production Sales 

Estimate 
{as given in Form I at the 
beginning of the quarter) 

D. Current assets and current liabilities•• for the 
latest completed quarter ended ......... . 

Current assets 

I. Inventory 

(i) Raw materials 
(a) Imported £ 
(months' consumption) @., 
(b) Indigenous £ 
(months' consumption) @ 

(ii) Stocks-in-process 
(months' cost of production) @ 

(iii) Finished goods 
(months' cost of sales)@ 

(h) Consumable stores 
(months' consumption) ® 

Estimate 
(as given in Form I at the 
beginning of the quarter) 

Cumulative position 

Production Sales 

Actuals 

Acttals 

*To be submitted within six \\eeks from the close of the quarter to which the statement relates. 
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II. Receivables-including bills discounted 
with bankers tt 
(months' sales) @ 

III. Advances to suppliers of raw materials 
and stores 

IV. Other currtnt assets including cash and 
bank balances 

Total current assets 

Current liabilities 

v. Short term bank borrowings including 
bills discounted with bankers trt 

...................... Bank 

...•.................. Bank, etc. 

VI. Creditors for purchases of raw nnterials 
and storesttt 
(months' purchases) @ 

VII. Advances from customers 

VIII. Accrued expenses 

IX. Statutory liabilities 

X. Other current liabilities 

Total current liabilities 

Notes : 

Estimate Actual! 

(i) Information in these forms is to be furnished for each line of activity/unit separately 
as also for the company as a whole and where the different activities/units are financed 
by different banks, theconcernedactivity/unit-wisedata and data relating to the whole 
company should be furnished to each financing bank. 

(ii) 

@(iii) 

The valuation of current assets or current liabilities in these forms should be on the 
same basis as adopted for the statutory balance sheets, and should be applied on a 
consistent basis. 

The period is to be shown in relation to the annual projection for the relative item. If 
the levels of inventory/receivables are higher than the norms indicated by the bank, 
reasons may be given. 

tt(iv) Amount of bills discounted with bankers, included in item II of Part D should be 
indicated separately. 

ttt(v) Amount of bills diseoun{ed with bankers in respect of purchases, included in item V 
or item VI of Part D should be indicated separately. 

••(vi) The classification of current assets or current liabilities should be made as per the 
usually accepted approach of bankers and not as per definitions in the Companies 
Act. (e.g., instalment of term loans payable within 12 months from the date of balance
sheet should be classified as current liabilities). 

£(vii) If the canalised items form a significant part of raw materials inventory, they may be 
shown separately. 
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Half-)·early operating and funds llow statements- Form Ill @ 

Name of borrower : 

A. Half-yearly operating statement (OOO's omitted) 

Last 
year 

(Actuals) 

I. Sales 

2. Less Excise duty 

3. NetSales 
(Item I minus Item 2) 

4. Cost of goods sold 
(a) Raw materials consumption 
(b) Stores and spares consumption 
(c) Salaries and wages 
(d) ................ * 
(t'} Other manuracturing expenses, 

including depreciation 

Sub-total 

Add: Opening stocks~in·process and 
finished goods 

Sub-total 

Dtduct : Closing stocks-in-process and 
finished goods 

Total cost of goods sold 

S. Gross profit (Item 3 minus Item 4) 

6. Interest and other overheads 

7. Other income/expenses Net(±) 

8. Profit before tax 
[Item S minus Items (6 + 7)] 

+ 

I 

Current Half-year ended 
year 

(Budget) .............. 19 

Estimate Actuals 

2 3 4 

@' To be submitted within a month from the close of the half-year. 
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B. Half-yearly funds flow statement 

SOURCES 

Profit before tax 

Add depreciation 

Gross funds generated ..... . 

Less taxes paid/payable ..... . 
(relating to the year) 

Less dividends paid/payable ..... . 
(relating to the year) 

A. Sub-total-net funds generated 

Increase in capital. ...... . 

Increase in Term loans/Debentures/De· 
ferred payment liabilities ....... . 

Increase in Public deposits ............. , 

Decrease in fixed assets ............... . 

Decrease in inter..corporale investments 
and advances ..................... . 

Decrease in other non..current assets . .... . 

Last Current 
year year 
Actuals Budget 
+ 

2 

Current 
half-year 

-------- ending 

(OOO's omitted) 

Previous half-year 
ended ............. . 

Estimate Actuals 

Estimate 

3 4 

-----------------------
B. Sub-total. ...................... . 

Increase in short term bank borrowings (in
cluding bills purchased and discounted 

by banker>) ......................... . 

Increase in other current liabilities .... , , 

Decrease in inventory . ................ . 
Decrease in receivables 

(including bills purchased and disco4nted 
by banker>) ....................... . 

Decrease in other current assets (including 
cash and bank balances) ............. . 

C. Sub-total.. ..................... . 

Total funds available (A+B+C) 

---------------------~ 

----------------------
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t.;SES 

Increase in fixed assets .. ............... . 

Decrease in Tenn loans/Debentures/De-
fern:d payment liabilities ......... . 

Decrease in public deposits ..•.....••..•. 

Increase in inter-corporate investments and 
advances ........ ................. . 

Increase in other non.current assets . .... . 

D. Sub-total. ......................• 

Decrease in short term bank borrowings 
(including bills purchased and discounted 
by bankers) ....................... . 

Decrease in other current liabilities ..... . 

Increase in inventory ................. . 
Increase in receivables 

(including bills purchased and discounted 
by bankers) ...................... .. 

Increase in other current assets (including 
cash and bank balances) ............. . 

E. Sub-total 

Loss (See note VII) 

Less depreciation 

Balance, i.e .• Gross funds lost(-) or Gross 
fundsgenerated(+) .............. .. 

Add taxes paid/payable (relating to the 
year) ............................. . 

Add dividends paid/payable (relating to the 
year) ............................ .. 

F. Sub.total-net funds lost 

Total funds used .................... .. 
(D+E+F) 
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SUMMARY 

I 2 3 4 5 

Long term sources ................... . 

Less long term uses .................. .. 

Change in Net working capital(±) ....•. 

Short term sources .................. .. 

Less short term uses ................... . 

Notes : 

(i) Information in these forms is to be furnished for each line of activity/unit separately as 
also for the company as a whole and where the different activities/units are financed by 
different banks, the concerned activity/unit-wise data and data relating to the whole com .. 
pany should be furnished to each financing bank. 

(ii) 

+ (iii) 

•(iv) 

The valuation of current assets or current liabilities and recording of income and expenses 
in these forms should be on the same basis as adopted for the statutory balance sheets, and 
should be applied on a consistent basis. 

In case audited balance sheet and profit and loss account for the previous accounting year 
are not available, estimated/provisional figures for the previous year may be furnished 
in column (I) of Form Ill (Parts A and B) and the figures for the preceding year based on 
audited balance sheet should be given in an additional column before column (1). 

Any item of expenditure which forms a significant proportion, say 15% or more, of tho 
total cost of production or has special significance otherwise, e.g., power in the case of 
aluminium industry, the information may be furnished separately, under appropriate heads. 

(v) Under the items "Increase in term loans, debentures, deferred payment liabilities'\ each oC 
the term loans and deferred liabilities, together with the names of the concerned lending/ 
guaranteeing institutions, should be indicated separately. 

(vi) Similarly, under the items "'Decrease in term loans, debentures, deferred payment liabili
ties", the repayment of each of the term loans and deferred liabilities, together with the 
names of the lending/guaranteeing institutions, should be indicated sepamtely. 

(vii) Figures should be filled in here only when the total effect is net funds lost. In case of loss, 
if loss, taxes and dividends are more than compensated by depreciation, the amount of loss 
should be shown under 'Sources' against the item 'Profit before tax' with a negative figure. 
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Financing a buyer of raw materials by way of bills (Drawee bills) 

It has been suggested in Chapter v that bank; should set a~art a portion of the cash tredit_limit 
for purthase of inventory by way of b1lls. ThiS system JS pratllsed by some of the banks. 

If'S' is the seller, 'B' the buyer, 'SB' seller's banker and 'BB' buyer's banker, the protedure for 
financing tbe buyer under the drawee bills system would be somewhat on the followmg hnes : 

(a) Acceptaoce system 

'S' sells the goods (raw materials) to 'B' and draws a bill on 'B': The bill is •=pte~ by 'BB' 
i.e. buyer's banker and he sends it back to ·s·. ·s· may disoount the b1ll wnh h1s banker 'SB (m some 
cases the banker may be conunon to both 'S' and 'B'). 

(b) Bill Discounting system 

Under this system, 'BB' will himself discount the bill and send the protteds to 'S' even if he is not 
·s· 's banker. 

Under the A=ptance system 'B' would give authority to his banker 'BB' to •=pt bills drawn 
under the scheme. It is also possible for 'B' to have an arrangement by which ·s· may draw bills 
on 'B"s banker (BB)-A/c. 'B' upto a certain amount. 'BB' maintains an indirect liability ledger 
which wouldindicJte theamountofbillsaccepted. by it on behalf of 'B' so as to ensure that it is within 
the acceptance limit sanctioned to 'B'. In the stock statements submitted by 'B', the amount of 
goods purchased on credit under the acceptance limit sanctioned to '8' will be shown separately. 
While calculating the drawing power in the cash credit account, the outstanding liability in respect 
of •=pta nee of bills (whith will be available from the indirect liability ledger at any point of time 
and also_ separately shown in the stock statement) will be excluded and earmarked for making payment 
of the b11ls attepted by the bank on due dates. The earmarking may be done under two different 
methods, whith are illustrated below : 

Limit sanctioned against raw materials 

Amount earmarked for drawee bills 

Amount available for drawings against raw materials in cash credit 

Margin on stock 

The stotks with the borrower are as follows : 

Stotks paid for 

Unpaid stotks other than those represented by •=pted bills 

Unpaid stotks represented by a=pted bills 

Rs. 
200 lakhs 

100 lakhs 

100 lakhs 

40% 

ISO lakhs 

40 lak.hs 

SO lak.hs 

. There will be no drawing power against unpaid stotks of Rs. 40 lak.hs not represented by a=pted 
b11ls. The amount of Rs. 50 lakhs represented by a=pted bills can be verified by the bank from the 
md~roct ltabllny ledger for suth b1Us. 
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Under Method I, the drawing power (DP) will be cakulated as follows : 

Stotks paid for 

Stotks represented by a=pted bills .. 

Total 

Rs. I 50 lakhs 

Rs. 50 lakhs 

Rs. 200 lakhs 
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D.P.@ 60% 

Amount earmarked for accepted bills 

D. P. available against stocks 
I 

Under Method II, the DP will be calcl!!atcd as follows : 

Stocks paid for 

D. P. against stocks paid for 

Rs. 120 lakhs 

Rs. 50 1akhs 

Rs. 70 lakhs 

Rs. 150 lakhs 

Rs. '!0 lakhs 

Under the II method, the margin against stocks represented by accepted bills will be provided 
only when the bills are actually met by the bank, whereas under the 1st Method, such margin will be 
provided at the time of acceptance of the b1ll. 

In the above illustrations, under Method r. other things remaining the same, when the accepted 
bills become due for payment, they can. be debite~ to the account without causing any irregularity in 
the account. But under the II Method tfthe drawmgs are to the full extent oft he D.P. against stocks 
when the bills are debited to the account, other things remaining the same, the account will become 
irregular to the extent of the margin on the stocks represented by the bills debited to the account. For 
example. in the illustration given under Method II. when the drawings at Rs. 90 lakhs are equal to 
DP and if accepted bills amounting to Rs. 30 lakhs are debited to the account, the balance will be 
Rs. 120 lakhs as against the revised DP of Rs. 1081akhs remlting in excess drawing over DP of Rs. 12 
lakhs (equivalent to 40% of Rs. 30 lakhs). The party will then have to be called upon to regularise 
the ac.count. 

It would be obviously in the interest of the banks to follow method No. I. 

Bill Discounting system 

Under this system. 'BB' will discount the bill and pay off'S' under an arrangement among 'S', 
'B' and 'BB'. The biJI will remain in 'BB''s booJ...s as •bill discounted'. In the case of discounting 
of drawee bills by banks. Reserve Bank has advised banks that the rate of interest should be the same 
as that applicable for advances against pledge/hypothecation of the stocks subject to the minimum 
lending rate. The banks should in respect of such bills earmark suitably the DiP available against 
stocks after providing the prescribed margin. 

But for certain operational inconvenience and also some increase in the work load of the bor
rower's bank, both the systems (acceptance as well as discounting of bills drawn on the buyer) have 
several advantages to the various parties as under : 

(i) Seller : He is assured of payment on a definite d>te. This would particularly benefit 
small-scale industries who supply goodson credit and do not get payment of their bills from medium/ 
large industries in the public and private sectors in time. Further, since the bill is accepted by a 
banker, he gets a finer rate of discount. 

(ii) Buyer: Sincethebilldrawnonhimisacceptedbya banker he could get the advantage of 
competitive rates for his purchases by way of a discount. He will also have no difficulty in satisfying 
the bank of the amount of unpaid goods with him to the ex ten~ such &?Ods are covered by bil~. He 
also gets the benefit of acquiring additional stocks comparatively easily on the strength of h1s ban
ker's acceptance of such bills. 

(iii) Buver's bank : The bank runs no risk in accepting such bills as the goods covered by 
acceptance liinits are charged to it and the amou.nt of bills is secured by t~e stocks_ covered ~Y such 
bills. To the extent stocks are purchased under b1lls, the bank has ready mformatton regard1ng the 
purchases made on credit by the borrower and he need not depend solely on 
the borrower's declaration to that effect in respect of such goods. 

(iv) Seller's Bank : As the bills are accepted by a bank, his investment is safe and he can re
discount such bills as and when necessary, wirh other institutions. 
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TELEGRAMS: 
II BA NKCHALA N" 

BOMBAY. 

RESERVE BA.NK l.fF INDIA. 
CENTRAL OFF ICE 

DEPART ME NT OF BL-l.NKING OPERATION&,.&-, DEVELOPMENT 
"The Arc'lde" Worrd Tr9.de Centre, CUffe Parade, Colaba • 

.___ BOMBAY-400 005. - ,, -
Post Bpx No. 6089 _ 

December 8, 1980 

Ref.D30D.No.CAS(COD)BC~142/WGCC-80 

To 
All scheduled commercial banks 

Dear Sirs, 

Report of the Working Group 
to review the system of cash 
~~dit ~ Imnlement~tion _ 

As you are awa,re, in pursu::~.nce of Governor's·letter addressed 

to all scheduled commercial banks on ·th-e 16th March 1979, the 

Reserve Bank of Indh constituted-in April 1979 a Working 

Group under the_ Gh::J.irm<J.nship of Shri K.B. Chore to review 

the system of cash credit by banks. A copy of the Report 

submitted by the Group is Pnclosed. The suggestions made 

by the Group were discussed with some of the banks and 

in the light of such discussions, the Reserve B<J.nk has 

9.Ccepted _the recommend~tions m'lde in the Report. subject 

to certain:~odifications. 

2. The salient features of the m'lin recommendations and 
-

the decisions taken by the Reserve Bank thereon·are'given 
' 

in the following sub-p~r'lgraphs. 

Lending system - Cash 
credit/loans/bills
(Recommen£tation NooJ.l-- I_ 

._J--' 

While it is not feasible at present to replace the 

cash credit system totally ·by any other system, it is 

necessary that the cash credit system is streamlined and 
. ·' 

3. periodical review of limits fixed under the system is 

made compulsory ::tnd enforced. For this purpose, banks 

should strictly ensure thn.t review of '111 the borrowal 

'lccounts enjoying working capital credit limits of Rs.10 

l'lkhs and over from the b'lnking system is made ll le£J:..§.t 

~nee a ywar, (A workin~ c~pital limit will include all 

,_ 
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' fund-MSed limits given for working capital purposes, as 

distinct from capital investments). The ~bject of such 
' 
a review would be not only to verify the continued 

viability of the borrowers but also to assess the need

based character of their limits. 

The discipline r?lating to the submission of 
. -

quarterly statements to be obtained from the borrowers 

under the information system is also to be strictly 

enforced in respect of all borrowers havin~ working capital 

limits.of ~.50 lakhs and over from the banking system. 

It has'been further decided that the quarterly statements 

which arc. at present required to be submitted by borrowers 

enjoying credit limits of ~.1 crore and over from the 
t 

banking system should be obtained from all borrowers having 

working capital credit limits of ~.50 lakhs and over 

from the banking system. We would l.ike to stress that 

without such periodical reviews and quarterly information 

system, the cash credit system loses much of its amena

bility to discipline and planning and hence banks should 
tMir 

make arrangements at different levels ofLitE organisational 

structure, i.e._, branch level, regional office level and 

at Head Office, to ensure that these requirements are 

complied with. Information should be furnished to the 

Reserve Bank of India twice a year regarding the number 

'~f ac:e-ounts covered·by --the -atrove-1nstruc:rt;:1ons- which· are-----, : ' . ·' ' 

overdue for review and where the quarterly information 

is not received and reasons therefor, in the form given 

in :k:u Annexure I. 

vfuile submitting_the proposals for. authorisation 

of credit limits under Credit Authorisation Scheme (CAS), 

banks should clearly indicate in ·the forwarding letter 

the date of last review of the account. If the review 
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or submission'of quarterly data has been overdue, the 

reasons therefor and the steps taken by the bank to enforce 

these disciplines should also be given. The position-· 

regarding such reviews will be taken into account by ths 

Reserve Bank of India while scrutinising the proposals 

under the CAS, 

(ii) Bifurcation of cash credit 
into demand lo~n for core 
portion and fluct'.l'lting c~sh 
credit component -
(Recommen1ation No.2) 

In pursuance of this recommendation,our 

earlier instructions to banks to bifurcate the cash credit 

accounts (as <recommended by the Tandon Study Group) into 
' -

demand loan component and cash credit portion and 
- . 

to maintain a differential in interest rate b-2-tween these 
' 

two components (vide our circular· DBOD.-No.CAG .• BC.6S/C.446-75 
j 

dated the 15th September 197?) are withdrawn.· In cases 

where the cash credit accopnts have already been bifurcated, 
- .-

steps should be taken to p.bolish -the differentia;l in interest 

rates with immediate eftect. 

(iii) Separate limits tor peak 
level and normal non

eak level periOdS
Recommendatio~ No.5) 

, 

1•Jhile assessing the credit r':)quire:nents of borrow'<n·~ ~ · 

th.e....banks.should "fiJ' separate limits, wherever feasible, · 

for the normal n~-peak level as also for the peak level 

credit,, requireme)!t.s, indicating the periods during·which 

the separate 141ts would be utilised by'the borrowerlil;~ 
I 

If there is, ,however, no pronounced seasonal trend, peak 
t 

level and normal requirements should be treated as 

identical &nd limits fixed on t~~t basis. Peak level and 
/ 

non-pea~evel concepts a~ply not only t~ agriculture based 

indust:r'!es such as tea.~ coffee, sugar, jute, vegetable 
• , 

oils, etc., where the input or output is seasonal but ' . 
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also to certain other consumer industries like those 

producing fans, refrigerators, etc.,where the demand may 

hava pronounced seasonal tandencies. One of the important 

criteria for deciding the normal non-peak level and peak 

level requirements should be the borrower's utilisation 

of credit limits during such periods in the past. In resp=-ct 

of accounts covered by the Credit Authorisation Scheme, the 

relevant forms provide for assessm,;nt of· the pe~~k lt.vel 

requirements separately. Banks should hereafter indicate 

cle'lrly the working of the maximum permissible bank finance 

of 'the borrowers during such peak level period and non

peak level period separately and sanctions should also 

specify separately such limits and their duration. 

(iv) lli'awal of funds to be 
regulated through quarterly 
statements-( Recommendations 
Nos. 7 and 8) 

Within 'the ·limi:Usanc-tioned -for··peak. level.LP.-Qn-., 
~-.. 

peak level periods; the·-barrower-"Should: . ..in.d.icate-.._ before·--. ·-
: - ~ 

the cor:lll!encement of each guarter,_ .. ttre··"requ"trt'111ents·-·of ... fund;o · 
' 

durin~ that quarter (i.e. ,th.'>. operative limit). This part 

of the recommendation has been accepted. The Group has 

further recommended that drawings less than or in excess 

of the operative iimit so fixed ( . ..,i th a tol,'r'lnce of 1 0% 

either way) but not exceeding sanctioned limit should be 

charged additional interest of 2 per cent per annum over 

the norm.l rate. However, in vi~w Of the practicaL. 

difficulties which might be encountered by borrowers and 

banks, this part of the recommendation has not been 

accepted. At the same time, th2 need for the timely 

submission of the quarterly reports by the borrowers 

in1ic:J.ting their operative limit for that quarter is 

r~cognised. The statement should form the basis for 

quarterly review of the account and the operative limit 
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indica ted by the borrower shou~d virtually set the level 

of drawings in that qus.rter subject to 9. tolerance of 1°1' 

either way. Excess or under utilisation of the oper:1tiv~ ·· 

~.imit beyond the· tolerance level should be considered :1
8 

an irregularity in the ace ount, indicative of defectivE .. 

p~anning by the borrower and the banks should initiate ·•: 

necessary corrective oteps including dialogues with tr.e ·: ·· 

borrowers to prevent the recul'I'Gr:.ce of such irregularitie~ 

in future. 
' 

If a borrower does not au bmi t the returns with in t..l-)e- ·-

prescribed time limit, ba:1ks may charge penal interrst of !ID.8 per 

cent p•'r annum on the t0iial outstandings for the period 

of defarut in the subm::ssion of quarterly returns. 

At the same time, the 6orrower should also be given notice 

that if the default persists, the account may be frozen 

without further nJtice at the bank's discrPtion. 

In case the defeult in the submission of statements persists 

despite the. leiiY of pem.l interest, banks shorud roview 

the position and, where thoy are satisfied that a \-

doterrentaction is n.:cessary, the opr:rations· in the 

account of such borrowars m3.y · b8 frozen on th« strength 

of the notice. already scrve'd on the borrower. In tLo 

case of borrowers who are .financed by more than one 

bank ei th.,'r under formal consortium arrangements or 

otherwise, tho decision taken by a bank to freeze 

shou1d ·.be communicated to other banks the aqcount - . '~ 

As soon as the advice is r2cei~red by the~' ' 
concerned. 

i 
othet financing banks, they should ensure that no 

operations are allowed in the accounts with them. No 

fresh limits also should be granted to such parties 

without the clea·rance from the bank which has taken 
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the ini tia ti ve to freeze the account. These provisions 

should be advised to the concerned borrowers irru:JediJ. taly 

and their acknowledgement· ·obtained. To guard against 

such borrowerc having recourse to a new bank, we advise 

thJ.t no bank should extend any credit facility to a lnrgs 

borrower who is already enjoying limits ~vith otrPr bank(s) 

without the concurrence of the existing bankers. A 

reference is also invited in this connection to item (viii) 

·of· Annexure II. 

One of the reasons for which the bifurcation 

of the cash credit account wss recommended by Tandon 

c ornr:Iittee W9.s to assist banks in their crcdi t planning. 

This objactive is now intended to be achieved through 

the quarteriy information system which is being made 

compul~ory for large borrowers (i.e., those h~ving 

ag~gate working capital limits of ~.50 lakhs and over 

from the banking system) as indicated in item (i) 

above. The borrowers would be in~icating in advance 

at the commencement of each quarter the requirements 

of funds during that quarter~ The aggz:egate. 

amounts so indicated should form the basis for credit 

planning exercise by banks. The information regarding 

the aggregate limits sanctioned to large borrowers 

a»d expected utilisation should: be macieo·av~l.ila·bl.e· ·-

to the Credit Planning Cell of Reserve Bank of India 

on a quarterly-basis. Th~ Cell will issue necessary 

instructions in the matter shortly. 

. . 7/-



(v) 
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Ad hoc or temporary limits
(Recommend~tion No.6} 

Borrowers should be discouraged from appronchins 
. . 

banks frequently for o.d, hoc or tc'llpor3.ry li'llit.3 

in excess of sanctioned limits to mePt unforeseen 

contingencies. Requests for such limits should 

be considered very C3.r0ful1y and should be allowed 

only for pre-determined short durations 3.nd given 

through-separate demand loan or 'non-operable' 

cash credit account. As any such additional 
' 

accommodation would pu-t ·the bank's .credit. plann:lng 

out of. gear and such contingencies f·orm part 

of business risks, banks should charge additional 

interest of one per cent per ~nnum over the normal 

rate on· these limits as recommend.,d by the \!lor king 

Group. 
' 

However, there m.-'ly be certs.in exception<tl 

circumstances, e.g., nn.tur"l.l c·:tl3.mities, >-::~ rc 

the banks may •rish not to charge any add itiom.l " 

interest •. Exemptions may be allowed in such cases 

at the discretion of the banks but it sho.uld be . . 

ensured- that they a~ not granted save in very ·: 
/ 

exceptional~ ·ctrcll.lltS'tance~ 

.. 8/-



(vi) Enhancement of borrower's 
contribution-(Recommenda
tions Nos. 3 and 4) 

-

The over-dependence on bank credit by medium/ 

large borrowers is sought to be reduced by requiring 

them to enhance their contribution towards w-orking 

capital. For this purpose, in assessing the maximum 

permissible bank finance, banl<s should hereafter 

adopt the Secona Method of lending recommended by the 

Tandon Committee, according to 'Which thE: borrow·er' s 

contribution from owned funds and term 'finance to· meet 

the working.capital requirements should be equal to 

at least 25% of the total current assets. This would 

give a minimum current ratio of 1.33:1. It 'is possible 

that in some cases, borrowers may not be in a position 

to comply with this requirement immediately. In such· 

cases, the excess borrowings should be segregated and 

treated as working capital term loan (WCTL) which 

could be made repayable in half-yearly instalments 

' within a definite period which should not exceed five years 

in any case. The l•!CTL should carry: a rate of interest, 

which should, in no case, be less than the rate sanctioned 

for the relative cash credit limit <,r,d banks ;nay in 

their discretion, with a vi~w to eAcoura~ing an early 

liquidation of the WCTL, charge a higher rate of 

interest, not of course exceeding the ceiling. In 
_,., j 11\- .... ' ... . < -

addit~on, suitable provisions should be made for charging 

of penal rate of interest in the event of any defaults 

in the timely repayment of WCTL. 

In respect of such borrowers, while additional 

credit limits may become necessary in certain cases 

on account of increased production, it should be 

ensured that the vlCTL component is not enhanced and 

addition.a.L ~imj ts -allowed on- the basis .. .of· an incremento! 

current ratio of 1.33:1. 
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The measures suggested under paragraph 2(iii) 

to (vi) should be made compulsory for all borrowers 

without exception having aggregate working capital' 

limits of Rs.SO lakhs and over from the banking system. 

Steps should, however, ·be taken by banks to enforce the 

same discipline in stages on borrowers who are enjoying 

credit limits of less than Rs.SO lakhs also from the 

banking system. 

Sick units under nursing programmG or where 

rehabilitation measures are under active consideration 

of the banks would not be covered by the provisions of 

paragraph 2 (v) and (vi), as banks would have prescribed 

~-- a separate· package of- measures for their rehabilitation; 

(vii) Encouragement for bill finance 

(a) Advances against book debts
(Recommendation No.l3) 

Generally sales are financed by banks through 

purchase/discount of bilis. '!'hough Reserve Bank has advised 

banks to replace cash credit against book debts by bill 

finance, the cash credit system is still-prevalent to a 

considerable extent. Steps should be taken to review alt 

such accounts and convert such cash credit limits in' .o bill 

limits wherever possible. 

(b) Drawee bills -
(Recommend,ati·on Nb.·l4) 

Recognising the need to make a definite beginning 
' ~· .. 

tQ move towar.ds· tf!e ():Ji.ll .· sys-Qiem :o£ financing purch.,;s$ o£ 
;. ' .·.I I 

raw material inventory, the Working Group has recommended 

that banks should extend at least 50 per cent of the 

cash credit limit against raw materials to manufacturdng 

units whether in the public or private sector by 

way of drawee bills only. To start with, the use . 

of drawee bills suggested above should be confined:·. · 
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to borrowers having aggregate working capital 
. ; . 

limits of Rs.SO lakhs and above. from the banking - . ' . 

system. -Guidelines have been provided in Appendix VI 

to the Report for the working of the system. For 

margin requirements, the Second Method outlined 

in Appendix VI may be adopted uniformly by banks. 

While sending proposals ,for c.uthorisation under the 

Credit Authorisation Scheme, the banks should keep 

in mind this discipline and proposals nut conforming 

to these instructions should be discouraged. 

3. The other reconm1endations made in the Report 

which should be implemented by banks are given in 

llnn<''<ll rP. I I. 

4. Please acknowledge receipt of this letter 

to the Chief Officer, Department of Banking Operations 

and Development, Reserve Bank of India, Central· 

Office, Post Box No.6089, Bombay-400 005., 

Yours faithfully, 

~-. '- v""'~'"'). 
..---:--

(K.S.Kr~shnaswamy) 
Deputy Governor • 

.. 
An add! ti onal 'COpy of the ci rcu1 ar :1. s a'_ so enclosed. 

Endt.DBOD.llo.CAS(~CM 325 jw:-~~,.:;,!.;_~C of jate. 

'"""',CvlJ-.t fl):nol:ol.Tc!eti.. for 1nt·,.llln'ltt.rol ·t:>:' : 
\ .. 

~-~~,.--e_ 
(R.A. Nilakantan;
Asstt. Chief Officer. 
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2. 

No. 

(a) 

(b) 

No. 

Information ~egarding review of credit 
limits sanctioned to borrowers and 
submi~?~ion of. quarterly information 
statements during the half year ended 
30 tn June, 19 /31st December, 19 

·, 

or ~c'counts ·having working capital limits 

Rs. 10 lakhs anci' oven:•. and up to R~ • 5o lakhs 
' 

• banking sys t~'>ril~ · 

of .. 

!:'rom 

Rs • 5o lakhs and over from the banking system. 

t~e 

of accounts under (1)(a) and (b) abcve which vre re 

r evi ewed du r ing the ye ar • 

3· No. of accounts under (1)(a) and (1)(b) a·:Jove ~tJ.ic 11 a:"'E 

overdue for review. (The information shou:d relate to 

borrowers in whose cases more· than one ye?.r has elapsed 

after the date ('If last sanction/review/renewal of the 

accounts). 

4. The reasons in brief for not ~eviewing the accour.ts in 

time •. In cases where the accounts could not be reviewe<i 

on acc•tmt of non-submission by borrowers of cert:rl'1 

essential particulars required by the bank, th"'. numbrr 

of such cases as also the action taken in such cas2s m<1.y 

be separately incli cated. 
I 

5 • No. of borrowers ·under ( i) (b) above who have not 

submitted the sbtements under. th .. · quarterly informatic' 
" . 

systF-:m in time. (Indlco.te separately the numbPr r:f 

,,borrowers,wl!lo qave; defa,-.lted,for: two· o'onsecu.tfvEJ. ~UP..rho;o,..s 

or more). 

6. Reasons for non-submission of the quarterly statem-?n'~s 

by borrowers. 

7. Action taken by the bank in such cases. (E:x-plain in 
\ 

brief how credit is regulated in the absence of these 

statemmts). 
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Notes: 

... . 

( 1) The information in the statement should be furrJishei 
to 'the Reserve Bank befor: the end Of July/Je.nu.'lry 
immediately following the half-year to which th0 
statements relate. The .first reference should rel<1ts 
to the position as on the 31st December 1980 and 
should be submitted as early as possible. . . 

( 2) ~t is not necessary to. furnish the names ,of borr':lwen 
J.n these statem2nts •. However, thP. '~.Jork Sheet' 
containing the m:tl'lf'S of borro,.,rnrs (the b'lsis on 
which the information has been furnished) should 
be available at the Head Offic". 
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~OQt·XlJ C1 ' J 1 
CNJ(COD) 

(Snclosure tn circuln.r No,~I~~D~onmbJr l£''1.11) 
B C .142/W GCC-~0 da to d tho ' 

. ~· -
mrvio 1 n tho l\c~'nr" ' · · 

The other recommendations 

should be itnplemmted by hanks arc ns undor 1 

( i) Requests for :'elaxation 1n inventory norms nn~ :·~ 
ad h')c incrPase in limits should be subje:tcd to clos~ E:~- :=
and agreed to only in exception11l c1rcums·~ances and st:7= :: 

correct the position should be t~ken in tee shortest 'O:'Eo::-= 

time.(Hecommendation No.9). 

( ii) Banks should devisP check lists f~r the scrutiny ,:: 

the data at the operational level, in the light of the 

instructions issued by the Jteserve Bank f:-om time to til"t:· 

·(Recommendation No.1o). ·. - -

(iii) 'Delays in sanctioning limits shou:d be reduced and 

necessary arrangPll!e-nt~ in this ·regard irtscitu'ted ~t v"riQJs 

levels.(Recommend'ltion No.11). 

( iv) Banks should insist on public sec:;or undert"lkings/ 

b.rge borrowers to maintain control accou~ts in their books to 

give precise data regarding their rtues to small units and 

furnish such data in their g_uqrterly info:-mation systlem. In 

this connection, a reference is invited to circular 

PBOD.No.CAS.(COD~BC.113/27-78 dated the 3f·s-t ~ugust 1978 
to 

regar>ding furnishing Of 'information relati!l.gO::.dues to small 

scale units in the quarterly statements·. T!:e .information may 

l>e ~taineP, u~dfr itel'l VI o.l Par1t C of ~m t•vide Appendix V 
- F ., > "'-~· --

to the Report. This would enable banks to ;ake sui table· · 
• 

measures for ensuring payment to small uni~s bT'·st;ipul.,ting, 
, 1 r . ·' . ... 

if necessary, that a. portion of the limits foE hi~l 
,..~ . . ~ . . .· . ,. ~ .. 

acceptances (drawee bills) shou·ld be uti'.ised only fur tlrawee 

bills of small sc"l.l-2! unit~. ('RecommendaJ:~on No.15). 

. .~(-



(v) As soon as~~h'~ngk~·&_~F-6r2d'it~o61icy~arb'RnhoGncrJ;,; I 

by Reserve -Bahk:• bf- rnlia;. ~~~s 'st~uld: t·~k e · ~ tep's. :to ~ev:i.s~ 
• ' . . . .. •' . • 1 

their pian or -a·e:ti&i 'in th~·.li~h-t''or the' new; policy "!.rid. :, :· 

c6rnniu nic:t t~ ' fue · ~~r:rect.ive' measlirf>s- to ·th;·· bper~ tiona1 · · · ., ' 

le~els as qufckly'as uoisiblei ···1'h~r-e•'shbuld 1 be &:>llt:Gll!~J '-id 

"1 t ~"'~hed l to .the;- Cfli1 i1-~(j s';-Bfr fi~eh\it'l'th~i tentr:q1° ot.ficQl.itd j 

-atte"nd' "td I Such ma -ttr~~J'"C'R,'et:Jmm_Eln/li't~~ov/'• 1-fij';'IB') ':~ 0 '_;.- '~~~'I~~ f', :; ~ 
<vi) . ~iJRs'l~;;~{~~'~f~~~~b~~-.l~r~1,?iitfli--<t~ e·i/~tiilr~b~t!i?: 

~ ratio ·6'i.atrf~o;;~·&f.i:~}~n·t~~~1 sfoA~~(~~r~f~...:aB'L'n~t~' ~~h~~-1t1th~)i 
creJ.i t. -pdftr81Hr'mbr:~r· miY~'dln~iuiiy~f~Jil';(nf.ti:J~ tUfii~':t'i?l~' ~6'f Hi 
oversee all the b~a·n~hP~-·~t a tim~: ... Fo'r eff~cbv'c monitoring 

·- · · ~ ' r .. ,-· • , - C ~- r ',~ • . '. • ~ \ ·. r · ;.. "• • -; • ·. -· ·• ~·· _ · ·, , ' .. \ • . , · : ~-

adeqU"l.t8 if ·,~ritical' accounts are'kept' under· 
. . : . 

. . \ .· . .... . 
it woold bs 

close watch. 
'--~- -,~i .. -, • 

The r.umber of such :tccounts 'sh·~~ld. n~t-'be ~-r,:;. 
• 1". _ •• ~- : ,-:·~ __._~--: ~_' -..., • . _:..-_:·~-:.)·· .,...·:- ~ l""' i-· _i- , .... •._,J·.·· f.·; ... ;. I;-. ···t'-· •'o 

large and there may not be any difficulty in identifying 
- ,.':· . "'::- ( -·.~ ... ~ -~i_- :·'·t -~ .--;-.T :-~--e_-.~·::_' i"".';····. :l:-

1critical1 accounts. (Recommendation No.19); 

(vii) 
.... __ ; __ ;_l r ~-~ ._'--~-~ , __ ··-~:"· ;~--:'·--~:.r:.·: .l-l.· ·,:·1·, 

The comnunication ch'l!lnel and systems and procedures 
. : . - -;" . ~-- ,• -, . .. ..... (.. '._ . . ,'. t _.;.:. ;- . .-· . . . 4 

should be tone-d up so as to ensure ·that m1nimum time is 

taken for ,ollection. ~f instruments. (Rec~endatio~ No:2o). 

(viii) 
• .... ;· • ~~ • f' ; - • ...... ,,·~n -:l 

It hasbeen represented~ that :Soine of the' banks open 

curre-nt ~ccount~ -~;_dj,..~~~an~tioo tiii'li'inif~· b:~"£~'i.~:i_~-~~-w~6 
- • . • ' . ~ • - - ' - -. ' r ' .- ,... 

en;lo.y ~o~ing. cir.Pi'ta.l' ~~~dit~ 1irnits -~ith ~"other 'b3.Jks;: • 'TI1i~ 
- .<- • ~ r · • ,- • • - • r ' ·- ~ · · ' !- • ; ' · .: -. : . · - ,-. ~ ( • ' i '. ~ 

practice wou'lci rtena: to- vi ii~te 'tfl~ ~dis cip h nr .sol1g~t: to'\,~ ' 
- ~ - • • - '. ... • . • ·<>,. ' 

irr{pos~d ori -to:rJo:/i~ 1 ·th~kri .. ;t~e. v~i.i'bu ~. ciea:·~s;;~ ~ :iri;~~Bdu c~i 
under the ~\~' ''1Jriding' sys't'em ~n~. i t 1 i~- n6t ~ ln'r fiil·" irit~b ~; ( 
<"i" ttl.-'!v~ks themselves-to'-enco~age such a~t~~d~ncy. f1a~&s 

.. - • \' --. • • .. ,•. -. • - f ' :. ~~' ' - .' ~ 
:tre, theref0re, adv1sed that before 1pening e·Jr;r•ent' accounts/ 

\ 
·sanctioning pc>st-sale limits, they should obtain the> con- . 

-.··-- '-,··, 

currenee ?f the main bankers and/or thR banks. ~ich hwe · 

s:tnctioned inventory limits. 
- ' 'f t ; ' ·, . ·. ' ' ' ·. ' ~--! 

Such 'l.ccounts, al-re,dy uo"nPd 
" . ' ' . ' ~ . 

may also be reviewed in the light of these instructioDs a~d 
I ; . ' 

appropriate action should be taken. (RecommendA.tiun No.21). 

,._.) ,, 

.• 31-
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( ix) It has been r2presented the~.t ·one of the reasons for 

th~ slow growth of the bill system is non-av'l.il::tbili ty of 
' 

stamps of required denomiMtions. This question is being 

examined. (Recommendation N0.12) •· 

(x) ' As regards the recommendation regarding the setti,ng 

• 

up of an ·autonomous fin.A.ncial i:1stitution on the linPs of thc

Discount Houses in U.I5:. ("~ecoi!Imeni.atiorf No.16), no decision 

ha~ yet be<"'n t;Jk..:m. 

(:xi) The recommendation made by th8 Group to und~r tal· a 

detailed study regarding the corrcl?tion between p:raiuc tion 
( -J . ·:, ".1 : tl•. • • -

and qu.antum of .. c.r,~dit at''t.tit: industry l"vel (Recom~nda tion 
... : .· ·'r,ct .. _,. 'I' :.). 

No.17) is being attended to by the ReS<?·rve Bank. 'tl€_. would. 

sug~est in this context that with the expertise av~dl,ble in 

banks and in the light Of the. experience gained in rinancing 

various industries, banks may als0 study this aspect and 

their findings may be sent to us in due course. 

2. Additional copies of the Report may be obtained from 

the Director (Administration), Economic Departm,nt, Rcs--r·: 

Bank of India, Am<J.r Building,.Fort, Bomb"ty-li{)Q OC1 (n."'"':r"' t1::; 

of R~. 8 ·50 per copy. 

ssp. 


